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Model 8 Universal

AvoMeter

Designed for Dependability

The Model 8 Universal AvoMeter isahighsensitivin
multi-range a.c./d.c. electrical testing instrument pro-
viding thirty ranges of readings on a 5-inch hand cali-

brated scale. Range selection is effected by two rotary
switches for a.c, and d.c. respectively.

The instrument has a sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per
volt on d.c. voltage ranges and 1 ,000 ohms per volt on
a.c. from the 100-volt range upwards, and meets the
accuracy requirements of B.S.S. 89/1 954 for 5-inch
scale length portable industrial instruments. It is ro-

bust, compact, and simple to operate, and is protected
by an automatic cut-out against damage through
inadvertent electrical overload.

VOLTAGE CURRENT RESISTANCE
D.C. A.C. D.C. A.C. First indication 0.5f!

Maximum indication 20MO,
1,5V 2.5V 50|j,A 100mA 0—2,000£i fusing

0—200,0000 -\ internal10V 10V 250nA IA
25V 25V ImA 2.5A —20mil lt>a«eriM
IO0V 100V 10mA I0A
250V 250V J00mA 0—200MQ -| extern*!
500V — (A —

i batter ioa
1.000V
2,500V

1,000V
2,500V DECIBELS

— ISdB to +15 dB

Various external accessories are available for extending the above range?
of measurement. Leather carrying cases are also available if required

Dimensions: &i" x 7i' x 4f". Weight: 6j lb.

Write for fully descriptive Folder or lor
complete Catalogue of AVO Instruments.

AV0CET HOUSE, 92-96 YAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON S.W.I

= TQKOVh

Tel : Victoria 3404 ( 1 2 lines)

FOR THE AMATEURS

RADIO STATION

Illustrated

$ inch detachable bit

soldering instrument
List No. 70

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel
List No. 700

Apply SALES & SERVICE

r;i> it-mi

(fagd. Tra-tie Mark )

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD
LONDON, S.W.4

Telephones

:

MACauley 4272-3101

Telegrams:
"SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4"

British & Foreign

Patents, Registered

Designs, etc.

[ f TELEVISION TUBES[Ml PROVED•"•^« with a reliability :-

PACK A GREATER PUNCH THAN EVER

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

18 month g uarantee w ith all our tubes

SIZE PRICE
COST TO YOU WITH
ALLOWANCE ON

RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

I2in. £4. 7.6 £3.17.6

I4in. £4.15.0 £4. S.O

IS, 16, I7ln. £5.15.0 £4.15.0
Carriage and Insurance 10 6 extra on all cubes

+ BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO* KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

MARSHALL'S for TELEVISION LTD.

131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N. IS

STAMFORD HILL 3267 & SSS5
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YOU CAN NOW HAVE YOUR VERY OWN

^x CIRCUIT TV CAMERA SYSTEM

TRANSISTORISED
ROBUST!
TRANSPORTABLE!

SPECIAL LIGHTING
NOT ESaiJSTIAL.
EXCELLES'f PICTUE K
(JLTAHTY.

Features: Camera operates
on standard domestic Tele-
vision 3ets, cable from
camera plugs directly into
aerial socket of TV net.

Absolute simplicity ill

operation,

4ft5 line; E.F. output,
horizontal resolution W-i
Mis. Tunable to any
channel in Band 1, be.
channels MS. Distance be-
tween camera and sets can
be up to shjyitaI hundred
yards- 4 to d TV sets tain

be used nfl one cameia.
Interchangeable Lens
Mounting "C Mount CIGrani

tine attingl. 'Jlb-aM volt.

A.C. 50 (BO cvcle. Weight
only 4 lb. Size •!! x 3J x 8in.

WHVMAKB
KITS?

IS BRAND new
FACTORY ASSEMBLED
AND READY FOR

IMMEDIATE USE'

ATWE

ONLY GNS.
Pose and Ins. 28/-

COMPLETE

WITH 'VIDIGON' TUBE AND

Super fin. f1 .9 Anastigmat LENS

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED

Lens iiioludeii has varying
aperture from 11.9 to II

B

fully calibrated, in focussing
mount from infinity to lib
Highest quality optica and
correctly regisierea lor

TV work. Tele-photo
lenses can be obtained on
request.

Full service (aolBtle

i eadUj auiilable U required.

Imagine—a "Clos**-
ciri-uil Television S>->-
icm" i>f your own—
for the price of »
TV set,
As supplied to: Govern-
ment Depts., Technical
Colleges and t":

Meter ud Aircraft In-

dustry. Luge inddfttftal

Eesearch laboratories.
Education Depts, 1'ilru

Studios,

Applications:
i!i~ ludjences. Pale*

Cquiooa. BwhuUj—unseen
observation. Display,

Transport Stations. Over-
flow Audiences. General
Entertainment. Night
Clubs, etu.

•jf As Tried, Approved <£ Purchased by leading Authorities—Available only from

HORNTONS ELECTRONICS
I NAVIGATION STREET • BIRMINGHAM 2

(NEXT TO QUEENS HOTEL) Telephone: MIDIand 0972
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87 Experts guide you to advancement

and higher rewards
NEWNES PRACTICAL

Electrical

Engineering

YOUR FUTURE it il is in electrical engineerim-

depends on your ability and the services you can

render. The more experienced you are the better

your prospects, the better your income . , . it's as simple

as that! This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive

and authoritative publication is invaluable to you if you

mean to progress. Produced with the full technical

resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vatf

field of modern electrical engineering.

INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS

Commercial Buildings, Smalt Houses and Flats, Hospitals,

Schools, Theatres, Cinemas.
Alarm Systems.

Electric Appliances,

Use it Free

for 7 days

INSTRUMENTS, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT

Electric Motors, Control Gear, Transformers,

Rectifiers, Electronic Control in Industry, Measur-

ing and Recording Instruments and Electricity

Supply Meters.

ORERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR

Welding Plant, Electric Traction, Cranes, Lifts.

X-Ray Equipment, Testing Domestic Equipment,

Batteries,

GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION

Power Stations, Power Cables, Public Supply,

Underground Distribution Systems, Town and

Rural Supplies, Cable-laying and Faults.

Over 2,000 Instructive Action Photo-
graphs, Diagrams, Working Drawings,
Circuits. Many Concise Data Tables.

SEND TO-DAY—FREE EXAMINATION will

enable you to cheek it tor your day-to-day

problems— it will surprise you !

IF KEPT SAME PRICE CASH OR TERMS—NOTHING EXTRA IF YOU PAY MONTHLY

i

ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE'
This is what you receive without cost or obligation—

4 Volumes strongly bound in Grey Moroquetle, 91 in.

x fii in. 2..152 Pages of instructive information on
practice. Over 2.000 Photos. Diagrams, Per* pec-

ind Working Drawings, Electrical Circuits, and Data
on test procedure, elc.

o o o
24 Data Sheets in colour and 12 Quick-reference
Blueprint Charts complete in Strong Chart Case.

O O Q

Nuclear Power Stations Booklet Contains fascinating

cut-away sections in full colour with explanatory text.

Ere* ! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value I0'6> Nearly
400 pages with 258 illustrations, diagrams tables,

ooo
Plus 2 Years Free Postal Technical Advisory Service

To: GEORGE NEWNES LTD,. 15-17 Long hen London VV.C.2

Send me Newnes Practical Electrical Enginiehing without

obligation to purchase. I will return the set in 8 days or send 16/-

deposit K davs alter delivery, then 10 month! v payments of 16.'-

paying £16 16s. m ail. Alternatively, in 8 days I will remi; the

full cash price oi £16 16s.

If" you ore under 21 your fa therm ust camp/ere this coupon.

If married woman your husband must complete.

(Mr.
Full name •{ A/m.
(BLOCK LETTERS) I Alto

At/tlress . .

Occupation

»-
(PEE)72/I4

TJrt V wtmrt ojpli«M*

TU tMrlit in ttfl il—

W» Proftrly

lintel unruraiiiil

P3rintt' Hoiki

Fi/nlsiies As cam.

Jtmptfif) Uimt
i |

I

--J
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PASTURES NEW
THERE is a latent instinct in many men which drives them

to conquer mountains, explore unknown territories and

attempt what might superficially appear to be the impossible.

The reasons may be divers and complex, but the spirit of

adventure is strong—it could be thirst for knowledge,

curiosity or (to be cynical) the escape from sheer boredom!

In its particular sphere, television has produced its quota

of explorers, both professional and amateur, clear headed

or vaguely probing, many of whom have contributed some-

thing to the sum total of what we now know about television.

There are still, of course, many fields in which the amateur

TV enthusiast can find an outlet for his personal explorations.

In particular, the field of amateur TV transmitting can be

very rewarding, for here, the territory (as the speculators say)

is '"ripe for development"'.

To transmit TV on the allocated amateur frequencies one

must, of course, be licensed, but this is no reason why others

should not lake an active part. In this issue, for instance,

we publish details of a suitable converter with which, in con-

junction with a standard domestic TV set and special aerial,

the enthusiast can tune to the amateur frequencies.

This not only provides a new source of interest for TV
fans but can be of great value to those carrying out trans-

milting experiments. For with the limited number of active

amateur transmitters, viewers reception reports can be of

material benefit—more than, in fact, those sent to most short

wave amateur transmitting stations who are usually fully

aware of the range of their signals owing to the enormous

numbers of fellow amateurs active on most bands.

Another new sphere of activity is evident in the realm of

TV DX on the broadcasting bands. Whereas, in the very

early days, the enthusiastic radio fan called in his neighbours

to listen to 2LO on his crystal set, and a later generation

boasted of "picking up New York on the short waves", so

through the years the stage has been reached where

enthusiasts are pulling a new white rabbit out of the hat

—

displaying TV pictures from the Continent.

This is not to suggest that we are decrying short wave

listening, either to amateur or broadcasting stations, bm short

wave DX has now reached a quite sophisticated and highly

developed stage so far as the more popular amateur bands

are concerned. On the other hand, TV DX has the mystery

and appeal of being largely unknown. Here, even the experts

have much to learn, and the field is wide open for anyone

with enthusiasm and a little initiative.

If, then, you want to "get with it", why not try your hand

at these relatively new aspects of television?

Our next issue dated January, will be published on December 19th.
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TELE TO PICS
New BBC Transmitter for Lancashire
rPHE recent decision of the Postmaster General to allocate certain

television channels in Band III to the BBC has made it possible

for the Corporation to go ahead with its plans to improve reception

of BBC TV in areas of Lancashire which have previously been
served only by the Holme Moss transmitter and which have often

been subject to severe interference from Continental stations. Until
now it has been impossible for the BBC to supplement the Holme
Moss transmissions because of the restricted number of channels
available in Band I and so a new station is to be built which will

operate in Band III on channel 12.

The new station will be built on Winter Hill, which is also the
site of the ITA channel 9 station. The permanent BBC installation

should be complete by 1965, but to improve reception over part of
the proposed area, a temporary station will be built so that

transmission on channel 12 can start at the beginning of next
summer. This temporary station will use an aerial mounted on the
present ITA mast at Winter Hill.

For viewers in the area of the new station, this shared-site
arrangement will have a considerable advantage because in many
cases their existing Band III aerials will give satisfactory reception
of the BBC transmissions without
any need for redirect ioning.

Eventually the Band III trans-
missions will serve Fleetwood,
Blackpool, Preston, Blackburn,
Southport, St Helens, Liverpool
and the Wirral Peninsula. The
temporary station, however, will

have only limited power, but
channel 12 reception should be
possible in Blackpool and Liver-
pool and over a substantial part

of Mid-Lancashire.

BRITISH EQUIPMENT
FOR MALAYSIAN TV

TN December this year, Malay-
sia's first television service is

scheduled to begin transmissions
in the Kuala Lumpur area. The
Malaysian Ministry of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting whose task

the organisation of the new
service it was, has ordered much
of the studio and outside broad-
cast equipment from EMI Elec-

tronics Limited.
Included in the contract are

two image qrthicon camera
channels, vision and sound mixer*
and ancillary equipment for a

medium sized studio, a complete
master control installation and an
outside broadcast vehicle equip-

ped with three image orthicon
camera channels.

The object of installing the

"Television/Telephone" Demonstrated

"pQUIPMENT named the " Video Telephone " and manufactured
* by Pye Telecommunications Limited was demonstrated recently

at London's Business Efficiency Exhibition. This equipment allows

a normal telephone conversation between two people to be
accompanied by a two-way television link.

In use, a miniature television camera incorporated in the

equipment relays a picture of the user to the 19in. screen of the
other party's unit. The conversation is reproduced over a

loudspeaker at each end of the link.

This system can incorporate up to ten extensions and the
automatic exchange can handle up to five two-way audio/vision
Links at the same time.

COLOUR TV IN CANADIAN HOSPITAL
/"1OLOUR television pictures of recent operations performed by

surgeons of the Toronto Western Hospital, Canada, were
transmitted over a closed-circuit network to a TV projector in a

room eleven floors above the operating theatre. Here, medical
students were able to follow the surgeons' handling of the operations

as a Rank Cintel projector reproduced the television pictures on a

4ft_6in. by 6ft screen.

equipment was to evaluate the

potential of CCTV for providing
first-hand views of operations
without the need to crowd
students into the theatres.

A TV camera in the theatre

televised the picture from a

mirror placed in position above
the operating area. Electronic-

correction circuitry reversed the

mirror-imaged pictures and
passed the signals on to control

equipment located in an observa-
tion room adjacent to the theatre.

From here the colour signals were
passed on to the projector and
then to the screen, where the

resultant pictures showed details

of the operation much magnified.
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COLOUR AND CCTV
AT BERLIN FAIR

T)EMONSTRATIONS of both
-^ colour and closed-circuit tele-

vision equipment made by the

Marconi Company Limited, were
given at the recent German
Industries Fair in Berlin. From a

complete colour television studio,

for instance, set up and operated

by the Company in the British

Pavilion, colour pictures of inter-

views, fashion shows, etc., were
relayed to receivers installed

around the exhibition buildings.

On the steel industry's exhibit

too, Marconi TV equipment was
in evidence. This time, however, a

monochrome CCTV system was
shown relaying pictures of essen-

tial information to a steelwork's

control cockpit, which had been
installed for the exhibition. Here
three monitor screens in the cock-

pit showed visitors typical pic-

tures of authentic applications in

a modern British steelworks.

The Marconi colour television camera
channel, type 8D. 848, which was
demonstrated at the German Industries

Fair in Berlin recently.

mmr^zm^zimr'-m

HIGH RESOLUTION TUBE FOR TELECINE EQUIPMENT
A NEW high resolution vidicon

camera tube (type 9677}

made by EMI Electronics

Limited, will mean better

quality pictures from filmed tele-

vision material, when used in

telecine equipment. Material

which has been recorded on film,

to be inserted in live programmes.

will thus be comparable to the

pictures taken from the studio

cameras.
One of the first companies to

order the new tube is Tyne Tees
Television Limited, who are to

use them in all their telecine

equipment.
The advantages of the new

tube will also become apparent
with the advent of 625-line trans-

missions, when the high vertical

definition of the tube will give

considerably better picture

quality than standard vidicon
tubes, when used in studio

cameras.

1225-line Closed-Circuit TV Installation

N"IMROD " is the name of a

nuclear research machine at

Chilton, Berkshire, in which
nuclear particles are accelerated

to enormous speeds. Surrounding

this machine is a " doughnut ",

160ft. in diameter, through which
these particles travel several

million times a second.

To present the Harwell

Industrial Television on Show
rPHE acceptance of television aids in industry continues to

increase and the third Industrial Photographic and Television

Exhibition, held in London during November, helped to illustrate

just how widespread is this acceptance.

The wide variety of CCTV demonstrations and exhibits gave

an idea of the scope of television in industry and among these

exhibitors was Beulah Electronics, who for the first time demon-

strated to the public their new transistorised television camera kit.

Other demonstrations included closed-circuit telecine and

developments in industrial TV in the USSR were also given

considerable attention.

scientist working on the new
machine with a method of com-
paring pictures of the electrons

travelling through " Nimrod "»

A.I.D.S. Limited have installed

a closed-circuit television system
employing eight cameras situated

at strategic points around the
" doughnut ",

It was required that a single

monitor screen should present the

pictures from the eight cameras
in eight horizontal strips, and so
a very-high definition system was
essential. Accordingly a 1225-line

system was designed by A.I.D.S.
Limited in consultation with the

Harwell authorities and since its

installation has provided much
valuable information for the run-
ning-in trials of the machine.
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a television

Deaf-aid
THIS SIMPLE PIECE OF EQUIPMENT WILL HELP
THOSE HARD OF HEARING TO LISTEN TO TV SOUND

COMFORTABLY AND SAFELY

By K. Royal

THOSE who are unfortunate to have impaired
hearing often have difficulty in enoying a

television programme and become singularly

unpopular by turning up the sound by an extra

6dB or so. An ordinary deaf-aid is not at all

successful for listening to television or radio sound,

since the microphone of the deaf-aid picks up not

only the sound from the loudspeaker of the set

but also sound reflected from the walls and ceiling

of the viewing room and this, along with acoustic

coloration endowed by the characteristics of the

room itself, results in the sound from the deaf-aid

earpiece being very much confused.

Slightly better results are possible by locating

the deaf-aid microphone as near as possible to the

loudspeaker, but with television this usually means
viewing the picture far too closely, which could
cause eye trouble.

To assist keen viewers whose auditory responses

are somewhat below normal, the auchor has been
carrying out a series of experiments on television

sound channels, and in this article is explained the

best, and most inexpensive, way of solving the

problem for, at least, 90 per cent of hard-ol-

he axing viewers.

Fig. I—The circuit of the deaf-aid. Note the low

resistance winding (secondary) of Tl is connected
to the set.

Experiments commenced by trying to devise a

method which would completely eliminate any
electrical connection to the television set, A small
transistorised amplifier was constructed, working
on batteries, and to this was coupled an inductive
pkk-up loop. The loop, in turn, was orientated
on the cabinet as close as possible to the speaker
transformer in an endeavour to induce sufficient

audio signal into it, but was far from successful.

The loop picked up not only audio from the
transformer but also hum from the power circuits

rtt ^—Speaker
transformer

Outputs

o-

VI LS

\
To

deaf -aid

I Remove this
connection
(see te*tj

and bu22 from the frame timebase, and after these
unwanted signals had been amplified by the tran-

sistor stage the output from the earpiece was far

from pleasant. Various types of screened and
partially screened pick-up loops were then tried and
while a distinct improvement in the signal/noise

ratio was obtained, the idea had eventually to be
abandoned since the results could not be dupli-
cated from set to set.

Another scheme of modulating the sound onto
a very low-level carrier-wave generated by a tran-

sistor oscillator at the

receiver was next put
into action. A small
transistorised receiver

was used to pick up
this signal, and the
resulting audio was
fed through a fre-

quency - connected
audio amplifier to an
earpiece. This worked
extremely well, but
proved to be very
costly. There was also

the legal angle, since

the modulated oscilla-

tor in fact represented
a small sound trans-

mitter, and it would
seem that this kind of
transmission is not
allowed as there is the
possibility that it may
get out beyond the
bounds of the house
and cause jmeference Fig. 2—Showing how the deaf-
en nearby radio or aid ,s connected to the

television sets. This parent set.

point is being investi-

gated at the present time and if some definite ruling

with the Post Office can be obtained, then a further

article in these pages will give greater details.

Isolation

All along, the development has been for total

isolation between the parent receiver and the ear-

piece, for modern receivers represent a potential

source of danger to users of devices and circuits

connected to the inside of the set. This is because

the metal chassis of the receiver is invariably

connected direct to one side of the mains supply,

and if this happens to be the " live " side a person
making simultaneous connection with this and an
earthed object would really be in trouble — aggra-

vated, of course, by the live " connection being
made to the head (e.g., via an earpiece or

associated wiring).
However, if extra special care is given to isola-

tion, the danger outlined above is eliminated. The
rest of this article, therefore, describes a deaf-aid

system which requires a direct electrical connection
to the receiver, but which is perfectly safe and
isolated from the mains supply in more than one
way.

Circuit

The circuit of the deaf-aid is shown in Fig, 1.

Transformer Tl serves two purposes, it steps up
the voltage at the speech coQ of the internal loud-
speaker to a suitable value for operating the
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COMPONENT

Ivory or Brown Plastic Box List 2031

Ivory or Brown Frontplate List 3830

Midget Speaker Transformer (Tl)

Two Midget Volume Controls (linear) (VR2and VR3)

Two Single Earpiece Insulated Sockets

Slider Preset (VRI)

Hi-K Midget Ceramics (C I , C2 and C3)

Wire, etc.

Earpiece ...

MAKE

MK
MK
Radiospares
Radiospares
Radiospares
Radiospares
Radiospares

APPROXIMATE PRICE

2s.

Is.

7s.

7s.

Is.

Is.

2s.

3s.

10s.

6d.

6d.

6d.

Od. (the two)
Od. (the two)
6d.

3d. (the three)

6d. (as required)

Od.

TOTAL APPROXIMATE COST OF PARTS £1 16s. 9d.

earpiece after allowing for the attenuation of the

tone control, and furthermore it isolates the

receiver from the earpiece. Further isolation is

given by capacitors CI and C2.

VR2 is the ordinary manual volume control, and

VRI is a preset volume control which can be

adjusted when the parent receiver is set for normal

volume and with the manual control at mid-range.

The tone control is continuously variable and

really acts as a treble-cut control in conjunction

with C3. This is extremely useful for securing

optimum intelligibility, as the auditory frequency

response varies somewhat between persons with

impaired hearing and the tone control allows for

individual setting of response.

Connection to Parent Receiver

Fig. 2 shows the basic circuit of the output

stage of most television sound channels. The
primary of the loudspeaker transformer is con-

nected between the anode of the output valve and

the h.t, line while the secondary connects across

the speech coil of the speaker.

On some receivers the speech coil is connected

at one side to the chassis of the receiver. This

may or may not be important, and to achieve

optimum mains isolation for our purpose it is best

if such a connection can be eliminated. This can

be done without ill effect provided the other tag

of the speech coil or transformer secondary does

Speaker
transformer

To anode

H.T.-r

Chassis -„ .

connection^;- Remove this connection if possible
(see text)

fig. 3—Pictorial representation of set connections.

not go back into the set as a negative feedback

loop. If it does, then the connection must remain

otherwise instability and sound distortion may
result.

Fig. 3 shows the arrangement in pictorial form.

The speaker transformer may not be mounted so

accessibly on the chassis as the illustration

suggests. Nevertheless, the connection to its

secondary can easily be followed from the speaker

tags, working backwards and other negative feed-

back or earth wires will be identified at the same
time.

Fig. 4 shows how the complete unit can be

mounted in a small electrical box. The box used

by the author is List No. 2031 by MK Electric

Limited and the matching frontplate is List

No. 3830, both readily available from electrical

shops.

Earpiece Output from receiver

fig, 4—fi, suitable method of constructing the deaf-aid.

The earpiece — which should be a medium-
or high-impedance component — is connected

through two sockets, while the lead to the set

actually emerges through a hole in the side of

the box. The reason for the latter is to ensure

that there are no exposed pieces of metal — such

as plugs and sockets — which, in the event of a

fault in the parent receiver (or a chassis-connected

secondary winding on the speaker transformer due
to me need for maintaining negative feedback),

could become " live " and give an electric shock

to the user.

There is, of course, no danger whatever of the

wearer of the earpiece ever getting a shock since

it is isolated twofold from the set by Tl and by
CI and C2. A good quality, ivory (or other colour

as may be required) plastic-covered two conductor

cable should be used between the unit and the set,

—continued on page 113
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CIRCUIT PRACTICE AND
DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

TIMEBASES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 85 OF THE NOVEMBER ISSUE.

BY

l*k L. MICHAELIS

NATURALLY) the ultimate timebase circuit

which one trims up by oscilloscope observa-
tions using a temporary Miller Transition,

and which will finally be substituted into the
oscilloscope, need not itself be a Miller Transition.
It can be whatever variant of the circuits introduced
in this article which one may desire and consider
most suitable for the envisaged purpose. It is hoped
that this article has brought out the relative advan-
tages and disadvantages of the various available
circuit types sufficiently for the reader to be able
to choose and design his own circuits according to
his needs.

Regarding the small diodes specified throughout
this article, the author would strongly recommend
one universal type as shown on the circuit sketches,

namely the Type S36 (Intermetal) which is

marketed by the Brush Crystal Co... .Southampton.
This diode will tolerate an inverse voltage of 350V,
at least 20mA forward current, and has low capacity
and thus good high-frequency performance. Apart
from this, there is at present little purpose in using
other semiconductor devices in the main stages of
oscilloscope timebases, because of the very high
voltage amplitudes (hundreds of volts) required for

satisfactory deflection on an electrostatic c.r.t.

Transistorised oscilloscopes would preferably have
to resort to magnetic deflection c.r.t.% which can
use transistorised timebases because transistors can
supply the low voltage high current signals for

magnetic deflection much more easily. However,
high voltage transistors have also been developed,
which would be usable in transistorised oscillo-

scopes with electrostatic deflection. But these

devices are by no means generally common, and the

general reader is advised to keep to valve circuits

when building oscilloscopes at present; this will

certainly be simpler and cheaper. It is far easier to

get a timebase for electrostatic deflection, after the

fashion of circuits described in this article, to

operate well over the large range of frequencies
required in a general purpose oscilloscope than it is

to design a set of magnetic deflector coils to give

uniform performance over the same frequency
ranges.

The Phantastron Delay Generator

We already, in the first article of this series, (in

Practical Television) illustrated the sort of
arrangement of basic circuit bricks in an advanced

modern oscilloscope by discussing a double beam
strobing scope as example. In this arrangement the
first beam operates on a normal timebase as des-
cribed so far in this article, synchronised or triggered
as desired. At the same time as this normal timebase
commences its run, it triggers a delay generator,
now to be described, which then produces a new
trigger, delayed upon the main timebase start by
any amount manually adjustable from zero to the
full time of the main timebase. The delayed trigger
spike output then triggers off a second timebase,
called the strobe timebase, operating the second
beam or second c.r.t.

The strobe timebase is designed to run very
much faster than the main timebase, so that it

operates during a tiny portion of the main timebase,
selectable at any position of the rmin timebase,
However, being of full amplitude, it fills the whole
diameter of the c.r.t. screen, and thus displays a

greatly magnified version of the small portion of

the main timebase selected.

Both the strobe and the main timebases use

circuits as described in this article; the new circuit

item we require here is a device for producing an
output trigger spike a definite and manually-
variable time later than an input spike. A popular
arrangement, again using an adaption of the basic

Miller Integrator for this purpose, is the Plumiasiron

shown in Fig. 15(a). This differs from the basic

Miller circuit in that a very large cathode resistor is

used instead of none at all. Also, the screen is fed

normally, but without bypass capacitor. There is

nothing to prevent considerable screen current in

the resting state, giving considerable voltage drop
across the cathode resistor, sufficient to bias off

anode current at the suppressor whose leak is

returned to chassis.

The circuit rests in this state until a positive

trigger spike is applied to the suppressor, sufficient

to lift it to anode current cut-on. This produces a

large Miller-step, as not only has this to drive the

grid down through the grid-base range, but also

it has to drive the grid down through the high

resting cathode voltage. The result is an appreciable
initial start of anode current, which is diverted from
the screen in addition to the great reduction of

screen current due to the negative step at the grid.

Consequently there is a sharp positive rise at the

screen in immediate response to the input trigger

at the suppressor. Thereafter a normal Miller-run
takes place until the anode voltage bottoms. As
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usual, the grid can then rise suddenly, being no
longer checked by feedback from the anode. The
anode is bottomed, i.e can take no more current,

thus the increased cathode current due to the rising

grid must go to the screen, causing a sharp rise of

screen current as soon as the anode has bottomed.

This means a sharp drop of screen voltage at the

end of the run. The increased screen current means
that the cathode voltage returns to a high value and

cuts off the anode current, returning the circuit to

the resting state until another trigger arrives.

The Phantastron thus gives a positive-going

squarewave response pulse at the screen, in response

to a positive input trigger spike at the suppressor,

and gives a Miller-run at the anode during the

same time. The latter is not required as output, but

establishes the required delay. By choice of C and

R in the usual way, the time of run can be selected,

and thus the duration of the

screen squarewave pulse is

selected. This fixes the time of

delay of the end of
_
the screen

squarewave in relation to the

start coinciding with the input

trigger. Differentiating the

screen squarewave after the

manner already learnt in Fig. 12

then yields the leading and end-

ing edges of the pulse as spikes

of respectively opposite polari-

ties. A clipper diode circuit after

the fashion of Fig. 10 removes
the positive spikes, leaving the

negative ones, which are the

required delayed output trigger

train, delayed on the input train

by a time determined by the

adjustable Miller-run speed of

the Phantastron. Fig. 15(a)

shows the differentiation and
clipping too; furthermore, the

undifferentiated squarewave may
be applied, at reduced ampli-

tude, to the grid of the main
timebase beam or c.r.t. It there

slightly increases the brilliance

of" the' main timebase trace for

the duration of the run of the

strobe timebase, thus unam-
biguously " marking " the por-

tion selected for magnification

on the strobe timebase.

Decoupling

If at any stage of fitting

together the various bricks dis-

cussed in this article to form a

composite circuit, mutual inter-

ference is experienced by back
reaction through the coupling,

interposition of a cathode-

follower is the simplest solution

and is almost always successful.

The operating point of the

cathode follower is important,

and must suit the signal polarity.

Positive signals are passed with-

out difficulty even when no par-

ticular arrangements for bias are

made, i.e. when the grid leak is simply returned to

chassis. Proper passage of negative or mixed polarity

signals requires some form of bias arrangement on

an h.t. bleeder, as shown in Fig. 15(b), or its

equivalent. The time-constant of the grid leak and
coupling capacitor should be very much greater

than the duration of the signals to be dealt with,

otherwise differentiation takes place.

Polarity Inversion

If the polarity of trigger spikes is opposite to that

required at the subsequent consumer, e.g. if the

negative train phantastron output is unsuitable as

it stands because positive triggers are required to

operate the strobe timebase, then the circuits of

Fig. 15(b) and Fig. 15(c) can be used for polarity

inversion.

Deisy -time

Input"^ W trigger

H.T-

fig, (5

—

belay generation for strobe-timebases, giving output spikes delayed

a definite time in relation to input spikes: a (above)—the basic Phantastron

delay generator; b and c {below)—two methods available for voltage spike

polarity inversion. The circuit (b) is shown for negative input spikes, which

are inverted to positive output spikes. The diode must be reversed if positive

inputs are to be inverted to negative. The pulse phase-splitter circuit (c)

operates equally well on either polarity of input.

T
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pulses
input
from
Fig.15a
output

>2'7M

HT.+
'

2O0V to 250V
§47k

HT+'
300V

2'7M:
ECQ2

_||_
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HT>
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To final anode of
CRT.

(or shift-potential
on one plate)

To final anode
pi CRT

(or shift"
potential on
one ptate}

Tt: N
_-

fig. 16—Paraphase amplifiers for symmetrical deflection; a (left)—long-tailed pair; b {right)—floating'grid amplifier,

EHT+
9

Ganged pair with
opposed movement

Fig. 15(b) uses a cathode follower driving a

negative peak clamp to chassis potential, after the
fashion of the basic clamps introduced in Fig. 11.

This obviously inverts the spike polarity through
the clamp. The conditions for successful per-
formance are a very low forward-resistance of the
diode (valve diodes are generally unsuitable, as they
have too high a conduction
resistance), so that C can charge
up on a single, or on a very few,
spikes; the resistor in parallel

with the diode must create a time
constant together with C which is

very long compared to the dura-
tion of individual spikes, but
short compared to the interval

between successive spikes. These
conditions may turn out to be
rather critical, yet the advantage
of the circuit is ability to perform
at reasonably low li.t. voltages.

An alternative circuit, much less

critical, is the conventional split-

load phase splitter, familiar from
audio amplifiers, as shown in

Fig. 15(c). This requires a higher
h.t. voltage to avoid dangers of
overloading on pulse drive.

Cathode Ray Tube Drive

To avoid defoeusing and un-
even focus over the screen area,
it is necessary to use symmetrical
(push-pull) deflection in high
quality oscilloscopes. This places
equal and opposite voltages, with
respect to the final anode of the
cr.t. on to each deflector plate of
a pair, so that the mean voltage
remains that of the final anode.

Fig. 16 shows the two com-
monest forms of para-phase
(phase-splitting push-pull) ampli-
fiers found in oscilloscopes

as the final stages subsequent to the time-

base or signal amplifier. The simple phase-
splitter of Fig. 15(c) is not generally used for

deflection output stages because of its lack of

amplification and its inability to produce total

—continued on page 129

From Y- signal amplifier output
paraphase amplifier

Ganged pair with
opposed movement

Fig. 17—Connections

to cr.t. electrodes

in oscilloscopes.
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PRINCIPLES AND

PART 6
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 71 OF THE NOVEMBER ISSUE

By G. /. KING

LAST month we saw that the mono or

luminance signal (signified by Y\ the dash

showing that gamma correction has taken

place) is obtained by adding together red, green

and blue signals in the proportions 0-3R', 0-59G'

and 01 IB'. The Y' signal is equivalent to the

monochrome video signal as transmitted over an

ordinary black and white television system.

We also saw that all the colour information can

be obtained from two colour-difference signals,

R'-Y' and B'-Y'; the G'-Y' green colour-difference

signal being obtained from the process of decoding

at the set end of the chain. We thus have two

channels in a colour television system, the

luminance channel which gives all the information

fact, adopted in one of the stereo tests conducted

by the BBC. Here one channel is the television

sound channel and the other channel a v.h.f,-f.m.

channel. This method needs two receivers.

With the GE-Zcnith system, also the subject of

BBC test transmissions, one carrier or radio channel

is used to carry both audio channels. This is

accomplished by a process of encoding, which i»

the same as that used at the transmitting end of a

compatible colour television system.

Encoding

With stereo sound we have only two sets of

modulation to deal with, but with colour television

Red
signal

Red
gamma

Green
'signal

Colour
camera

Blue
signal

Green
gamma

correction

land Q
signa's in

quadrature

Q signal

FL

Blue
gamma

correction

¥
Balance

modulator

Sidebands
only of
I'andQ
signals

:.. goal

S'jbcarrier
suppressor

I
Transmitter

Subcarrier
generator

Colour
burst
keyer

Transmitter
modulator

Complex
modulation

signal

Fig, 23—Block diagram of the encoding system at a colour television station.

on the mono aspect of the picture and the colour

channel which gives information only on the colour

aspect of the picture. If the picture is all greys,

then there would be no colour information or

signal.
,

'.

The problem under discussion this month is

how both the luminance and colour information is

transmitted on a single television carrier. The
problem would be simplified, of course, if it were

possible to use two carriers, one for the luminance

information and the other for the colour informa-

tion; but this would be wasteful of radio spectrum

and could not be tolerated.

We have rather a similar state of affairs with

regard to stereo broadcasting. We can get the

stereo effect by employing two indeoendent radio

circuits, one for the right-hand channel and another

for the left-hand channel. This technique is, in

three sets of modulation are required, two for colour

and one for mono. In practice, the two colour

signals modulated in a rather complex manner are

sent along to the modulator of a colour transmitter

with the Y' signal. This is the basic process of

encoding, the carrier then being modulated with

the complex colour signal in rather the same way
as it would otherwise be modulated with the less

complex black and white video of a monochrome
system.

Probably the best way of understanding the

method of encoding is to look at a simplified block

diagram of the transmitting end of a colour tele-

vision svstem, such as shown in Fig. 23.

The colour camera gives out its three signals

corresponding to red, green and blue. These are

corrected for gamma (see last month) and produce

R', G' and B' signals which are fed to the matrix.
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The matrix adds the three colour signals to pro-
duce Y' at its output along with two more signals

related to the colour-difference signals. These are

termed the I' and Q' signals (the dashes again
signifying that they have undergone gamma
correction.)

The I' and Q' signals are modified versions of

the red and blue colour-difference signals (R'—
Y'

and B'—Y') respectively. Sometimes the actual

colour-difference signals themselves, or very close

representations of them, are used instead of the
I' and Q' signals. However, for the best colour
reproduction some modification of the basic colour-
difference signals is desirable, as we shall see later.

Thus, the matrix gives three outputs, the Y'
signals and the I' and Q' signals, the latter two
being concerned with the colour and the former
with black and white (luminance). The Y' signal

is taken straight out and fed to an " adder " while
the 1' and Q' colour signals arc applied to a rather
special type of modulator. This network modulates

Line sync
pulse Colour burst signal

the I' and Q' signals on to a subcarrier by a process
known as " quadrature modulation " The sub-
carrier associated with the I' signal is 90deg. out of

phase with the subcarrier associated with the Q'
signal, and it is this consistent phase difference,

handled by balanced modulators, that facilitates this

kind of modulation.
There is really only one subcarrier generator,

the phase difference between the two signals

applied to the V and Q' modulators being main-
tained by special networks. More will be said about
this method of modulation later.

The modulator thus gives an output which con-
sists of a subcarrier upon which are carried both
the I' and Q' colour information in quadrature, as

shown in Fig. 23. This signal is passed through
a subcarrier suppressor, which deletes the sub-
carrier itself and leaves only the sidebands of the
I' and Q' signals. These sidebands are applied to

the adder along with the Y' signal.

Colour Burst Signal

Also applied to the adder is the subcarrier signal

via a " colour burst " keyer. This keyer is syn-
chronised to the signal in such a way that bursts
of subcarrier signals are applied to the adder only
during the back porch of the. line sync signal, as
shown in Fig. 24.

At this juncture it must be understood that the
colour burst signal does not carry colour signal

modulation. Its purpose is solely for synchronising
the phase of a " reference generator " at the

receiver. We shall see later that to "decode n the
colour information at the set end an oscillator is

needed whose frequency and phase match those
of the subcarrier signal at the transmitter. The
colour burst signals achieve this purpose.
The complex modulation signal, consisting of the

Y' signal, the sidebands of the I' and Q' signals

and the colour burst signals, is fed to the main
modulator of the transmitter and this modulates
the mono and chroma information on the v.h.f.

or ui.f. carrier wave.

I' and Q' Signals

We must now get to know a little more about
the I' and Q' signals. It has been told that the red
and blue colour-difference signals are not always
transmitted as they stand. It is usual for the

sending end to tailor both their bandwidth and
amplitude. With the NTSC system the amplitude
of the B'-Y' (blue colour-difference signal) is

approximately halved while that of the R'-Y' (red

colour-difference signal) is reduced by about 14
per cent.

Fig. 24—Showing how the colour burst signals ore

carried on the back porch to the tine sync pulses. The
colour burst signats are used to synchronise the

"reference oscillator" which puts the subcarrier back
on the V and 0/ signal sidebands at the receiver before

these signals can be demodulated.

We know that in a mono television system the

horizontal definition of a picture is a function of

the bandwith of the system. If the bandwith is up
to about 3Mc/s on a 405-line system, then we can
discern the 2-SMc/s lines (and sometimes the
3Mc/s lines as well) of Test Card C. The hori-

zontal definition in that case would be good.
The vertical definition is a different thing, since

that depends upon the number of scanning lines

(see
<: The Principles and Practice of Television "j

Practical Television, December, 1962).

Colour Definition

The degree of definition in colours varies with
the colours. The three primary colours and their

combinations are distinguishable by the eye only
in relatively coarse detail. In terms of frequency,
the eye can define detail in three colours up to
about 0-5Mc/s and in the orange-red and blue-
green (cyan) ranges up to an equivalent of about
l*5Mc/s. Detail equivalent to a frequency above
l-5Mc/s is perceived in black and white only . . .

nor in colour!
This means that the colour signals can be fully

accommodated in a bandwidth of l-5Mc/s. Filters

at the transmitter allow the basic colour signals

to pass up to 0-5Mc/s, the orange-red and cyan
signals up to about l-5Mc/s and the mono signals

up to the full bandwidth of the system (e.g.,

2-7Mc/s 405 lines and about 4-5Mc/s 625 lines).

If the colour channel of a colour receiver is

switched off, reasonable mono definition remains:
however, if the mono channel is cut, the poor
relative colour definition makes it virtually impos-
sible to distinguish the form of the picture.
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Colour Yector

A very simple colour vector diagram is shown

in Fig. 25. Here it will be seen that the B'—Y'

signal differs in phase from the R'— Y' signal by

90 deg. This is really a function of the quadrature

modulation, described in earlier paragraphs. Now,
these two colour-difference signals, apart from

Fig. 25—Colour vector diagram. The V and Q' signals

differ in phase from the associated red and blue

difference-signals by 33 deg.

being adjusted in amplitude, are also adjusted in

phase so that they become the T and Q' signals.

The vector in Fig. 25 shows that the I' signal

is pushed 33 deg. ahead of the original R'~Y'
signal and that the Q' signal is advanced by the

same amount relative to the original B'—Y' signal

(still retaining the 90 deg. phase difference between

them, of course).

This 33 deg. phase shift to change the colour-

difference signals to I' and Q' signals puts the

chroma signals in a position in the colour vector

where they are most " sensitive " to the " standard

eye ". That is, the phase advance provides a

slightly better reproduction of colours than would

be the case if the signals were left in the colour-

difference positions on the vector.

Some colour sets are not really able to do full

justice to this artifice, and they simply "see

the colour signals as if they were suitably tailored

colour-difference signals. Nevertheless, the results

are perfectly acceptable.

The Q' signal, which corresponds to the colour-

differences in the magenta-via-white-green areas,

modulates the subcarrier up to about 0-5Mc/s while

the I' signal, which corresponds to colour

differences in the red-via-white-cyan areas, modu-
lates the subcarrier up to about 1-5-Mc/s, the modu-
lation of the two signals being 90 deg. apart, as

shown by the vector.

If there is no colour information in the scene,

the colour signal output is at zero (centre of

vector, corresponding to
'" white ") If there is no

Fig. 26—Diagram in explanation of quadrature

modulation. See text.
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or dashed-Iine waveform to the I' signal subcarner,

and the full-line waveform to the combination of

these two subcarriers.

One thing that is definite is that the frequency

of the Q' and I' subcarriers is perfectly matched.

Another thing that is definite is that the phase of

the Q' subcarrier differs by 90 deg. from the phase

of the I' subcarrier. This is revealed on the
" degrees " scale at the bottom of the diagram.

This phase difference can be shown by a vector,

as at (b); both the amplitude and the phase of the

combined signal being governed by the amplitudes

of the Q' and I' signals. This vector has much in

common with the colour vector in Fig. 25, as com-

parison will show.

..Combined 'signal

red or cyan towards blue, the I' signal output is

zero %vhile if there is no green or magenta colour-

ing, the Q' signal output is zero. Colour saturation

is shown by the length of the vectors. Zero length

(centre of vector) is complete desaturation or, in

effect, white. In that case, the set would run on

the Y' signal only, as on a monochrome scene.

The subcarrier generator (see Fig. 23) at the

transmitter produces two subcarriers. Upon one is

modulated the V signal and upon the other the

Q' signal. While the two subcarriers have the same

frequency (since they are effectively derived from

the same source), they differ in phase by exactly

90 deg., as already intimated.

Quadrature Modulation

Quadrature modulation is not an easy thing to

put over in a semi-technical article, but a study

of Fig. 26 should help the problem. At (a) we have

three waveforms. The dotted-Iine waveform

corresponds to the Q' signal subcarrier, the broken

G. signal

The full-line combination signal of the I and
Q' signals is that which appears at the output of

the balanced modulator and which is fed to the

subcarrier suppressor (Fig. 23). _____ .

The 90 deg. phasing aspect of the NTS _ colour

system is all important, for random changes of

phase will cause the colour vector (Fig. 25) to

rotate relative to the colour areas and put the

colour rendering in error. It is said that the maxi-

mum phase error that can be tolerated on the

NTSC system is in the order of 5 deg.

Random phase changes can occur due to propa-

gation of the v.h.f . or u.h.f . signals over difficult

or fringe area routes, and due to poor design Of

a coaxial relay system, for instance.

TO BE CONTINUED
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OPERATION AND FAULTS IN THE V.F. CIRCUITS

Video Troubles

THE video stage of a television set includes
the vision detector, the video amplifier and
the coupling from the video amplifier to

the picture tube. In all but some of the very latest

dual standard models there is a d.c. path all the
way from the detector to the cathode of the picture
tube, as can be seen from the basic video circuit

in Fig. 1.

The D.C. Path

Here the d.c. path is from the vision detector
diode GD13, through Rl and LI to the signal
grid of the video amplifier valve, from the anode
of that valve, through R2 to the cathode of the
picture tube. This means that whatever happens
to the voltage developed across the detector load
resistor R3 it will be reflected direct to the
picture tube cathode.
The vision detector diode can be considered as

having an anode and cathode as an ordinary diode
valve (the arrowhead being the " anode "). This,
then, causes the rectified i.f. signal voltage across
the load R3 to rise in a positive direction. On
405-line vision signal the load voltage rises with
increase in white content of the picture, from a
nominal value as fixed by the black level of the
signal.

A rising positive voltage on the control grid of
the video amplifier valve causes a corresponding
rise of current in the anode circuit and through
the anode load R4. This in turn results in an
increasing volts drop across R4, which pulls down
the voltage at the anode (and at R4-L2 junction
since L2 has a very low resistance). Thus we have
falling voltage at the anode, which is passed on
direct to the tube cathode through R2.
Now the picture tube itself is biased in such a

way that at black vision level the beam current
is cut off, resuhimr in zero illumination. The tube
biasing is achieved on most sets by the brightness
control. Some models have a supplementary auto-
matic control worked by a light-dependent resistor
(or light cell) in the brightness control circuit, but
the manual control is needed to set the correct
bias initially.

Brightness Control

At black signal level a certain value of positive
voltage, with respect to chassis, exists at the tube

by D. Elliot

cathode, as reflected from the anode of the video
amplifier valve. The tube grid is variable from
zero voltage (or a little above) to the h.t. line

voltage (or a little below). Thus it is possible to

make the tube grid equal to or less than the voltage

at the cathode. This, of course, gives zero bias

and progressively more negative bias as the bright-
ness control is turned down. Zero bias gives maxi-
mum illumination (e.g., maximum beam current)
and as the negative bias at the grid is increased,

so the beam current is decreased and the illumina-
tion reduced until beam current cut-off, when the
illumination ceases altogether. At signal black
level, therefore, the brightness control should be
adjusted just to the point of beam current cut-off.

From that point on, the ilumination on the
screen is controlled essentially by the video signal.

A white-going signal at the grid of the video
amplifier valve, as we have seen, will make the
tube cathode go less positive, which is the same
as the grid going less negative. The tube is thus
pulled away from beam current cut-off and
illumination appears on the screen corresponding
to the white level of the video or vision signal.

Actually, of course, the signal does not change
slowly, as the foregoing explanation may imply,
but it changes between various grades of black
and white sometimes extremely swiftly to give a
large number of black, white and intermediate
white transitions along a single line, and some-
times less swiftly when there are fewer basic
picture elements or black/white transitions along
a line scan.

Two Conditions

A video stage is, therefore, concerned with two
conditions. One is the static or relatively slow-
changing d.c. condition and the other is the con-
dition of rapid change of d,c. (up to 3Mc/s or
more) arising from the active video signal.

The static and slow changing condition is

demonstrated simply by adjusting the brightness
control with the aerial removed from the set and
the contrast control turned right down. If all is

well with the d.c. condition the brightness of the
raster should be adjustable from zero to maximum
over the normal range of the brightness control.
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Heater

Cathodtf,
(triocte)

Grid .

(triode)

Heater

Fig. t-Bosic WrJw stage of 405-iine receiver. Note the dx. coupling from the vision detector to the cathode of the

pfcture tube. The video stage has to be concerned with both d.c. and transit changes of level up to 3 Alc/s or more.

Faulty D.C. Condition

Many faults in the video stage prevent this

normal action and either make it impossible to

extinguish the raster or to obtain a fully bright

raster. In some cases such a fault may not affect

the video signal condition, while in others it may.

Take the classic symptom of " uncontrollable

brightness ". This obviously signifies that some-

thing drastic has happened to the d.c. condition

to prevent beam current cut-off even at minimum
setting of the brightness control.

A well-known cause is a short-circuit between

the heater and cathode of the picture tube. On
most sets these davs the heater is at chassis

potential so that such an inter-electrode short

" kills
M the positive voltage at the tube cathode.

This means that the grid is highly positive witii

respect to the cathode at any setting other than

zero on the brightness control, and even at zero

setting the tube fails to be biased negatively, so

brightness remains on the screen at all settings of

the brightness control.

Any fault which drastically reduces or deletes

the positive voltage at the tube cathode will give

this symptom to some degree. On some models

the cathode of the vision interference limiter diode

valve is connected direct to the tube cathode

circuit, making exactly the same symptom possible

should the diode develop a heater/cathode short.

Before this was fully understood the tube was
often condemned, later to be refitted again when
it was discovered that the symptom was present

with the replacement tube. Ultimately, of course,

the fault was cleared by replacing the diode.

The same state could arise from the brightness

control or circuit going open-circuit at the earthy"

side. This would retain the tube gnd almost at

h.t. line potential at all settings of the control,

thereby making it impossible to secure beam
current cut-off. In Fig. 1 a voltage dependent

resistor is used in the " earthy " side of the bright-

ness control, but in other sets an ordinary resistor

may be used or there may not be a resistor here

at all, the bottom of the control going direct to

chassis. The voltage dependent resistor gives a

degree of brightness compensation should the h.t.

line voltage vary for some reason or other.

Instability

Instability in the vision ii. stages could result

in a high amplitude oscillatory signal across the

vision detector diode. This would be rectified by the

diode and quite a strong positive voltage would be

developed across the load R3 and applied to the

control grid of the video amplifier valve. This,

then, would pull the voltage at the valve anode

right down, and conditions similar to those

described previously would result. In addition,

the valve screen or anode may be seen glowing

due to the heavy anode current, and the anode

load R4 may well start smoking. This resistor

would also get very hot from a heater/cathode

short in the tube or interference limiter diode.

Flyback Suppression

On most recent models pulses from the frame

timebase are applied to the grid of the tube to

ensure that beam current cut-off takes place during

the frame flyback period, as a means of suppress-

ing the flyback lines which may otherwise occur
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on the picture when the brightness is set above
normal.
On the circuit in Fig. 1, the pulses are fed to

the grid through CI, and R5 (between the slider

of the brightness control and grid) acts as a load
to these pulses and prevents them being attenuated
by C2, Sometimes CI serves also to isolate the
tube grid from the frame timebase h.t. supply.
Thus, apart from upsetting the suppression func-
tion, a leak or short-circuit in CI would clamp
the tube grid to h.t., irrespective of the setting
of the brightness control, which is another possible
cause of uncontrollable brightness on modem sets.

Note that some dual standard models also feature
a similar suppression arrangement from the line
timebase.

Zero Illumination

We have now pretty well exhausted the possi-
bilities of uncontrollable brightness, but equally
as bad is " zero illumination ". This symptom may
have its origin elsewhere in the set (such as c.h.t.

failure, tube failure, misplaced ion trap magnet
and so on), but it can also happen due to the tube
grid failing to rise less negative, so as to pull the
tube out of beam current cut-off, when the bright-
ness control is advanced.

Typical faults are short in C2 (locking the tube
grid to chassis while the cathode is positive); fault
in brightness control potentiometer; extra high
positive value on tube cathode. This condition is

aggravated by a low emission video amplifier valve,
and in certain circuits this is sufficient to make
the cathode more positive than the grid even at
the maximum setting on the brightness control. A
break in L2 would also put the tube cathode at
full h.t. line voltage and give conditions similar to
a low emission or open-circuit valve. Similarly,
an open-circuit R6 in the cathode or, indeed, any
fault that would cut off video amplifier valve anode
current is likely to produce the symptom to some
degree.

If the anode voltage of the video amplifier valve
is removed due to one of these fault conditions,
the screen grid would tend to take much more
current than normal, resulting either in the screen

Fig. 2—This symptom can be caused by "ringing"
in the video amplifier due to poor damping across a
response correcting inductor, such as L2 in Fig, I,

Fig, 3—An unusual picture of low video drive. This

was caused by a break in the i.f. filter inductor, LI
in Fig, I. Only capacitive coupling between the

windings being retained.

grid glowing red hot or the screen feed resistor
smoking (or both).

Tube Bias

There are two methods of checking the bias on
the picture tube. One is by making two voltage
measurements with respect to chassis, one from
the cathode and other from the grid and
then subtracting the latter from the former at any
required setting of the brightness control, the
answer being the negative bias on the grid. The
other is by connecting a voltmeter between the
cathode and grid pins on the tube base (negative
lead to grid). The reading will then be the nega-
tive grid bias, and it should be adjustable by
rotating the brightness control. To avoid excessive
error in reading a meter of, at least, 20,000n/V
should be employed and it should be set to the 200
or 250V range d.c.

Tube Fault

On sets employing flyback suppression, the load
resistor R5 may have developed across it a
potential, positive at the grid, due to a gassy or
otherwise faulty picture tube. This potential tends
to counteract the negative bias and may affect

the range of brightness control or, under extreme
conditions, prevent beam current cut-off. If sus-
pected, the trouble can usually be proved simply
by putting a short-circuit across R5. This will

neutralise the suppression feature, of course, but if

the control of brightness is restored to normal, the
tube is probably responsible. But to be doubly
sure CI should be disconnected, for, as we have
seen, a leak in that capacitor could give a similar
symptom.

Faulty Signal Conditions

While the d.c. condition may be correct, a fault
may be present which shows up only on the
picture signal or which prevents rapid changes of
tube cathode voltage, such as is necessary to pro-
duce rapidly changing levels of brightness along
a line scan to " paint " the picture detail of one
line.
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In order to respond to rapid changes of signal

feg.. voltage) level, the video stage must have a

wide bandwidth. For 405 lines a bandwidth ot

3Me/s is required for the best definition, while

5Mc/s is required for 625 lines and the higher

definition of this system.

There are several highly technical factors whicn

determine the bandwidth of the video stage. The
mutual-conductance (gm) of the video amplifier

valve in conjunction with the value of the anode

load resistor is one. Another is the value of the

detector load resistor. Shunt capacitance is also

a very important factor, for if there is too much

of this, some of the higher frequency vision signal

is lost due to attenuation. There must always be

some shunt capacitance, of course, and this is why

it is necessary to employ relatively low values for

the load resistors (to compensate for the shunt

capacitance). Low value loads means small gain

unless the gm of the valve is high, which is why

it is necessary to use valves with high gm m video

stages. •_ ~*
It is also necessary to correct the response ot

the video amplifier from d.c. to the top video

frequency (about 3Mc/s on 405 lines) to compen-

sate for certain other shortcomings of the system.

High-frequency correction, for example, is given

by L2 in the anode circuit. This, in conjunction

with stray capacitance, tunes towards the top of

the video spectrum, where the amplifier response

is normally falling off, and gives an artificial lift

to the gam of the amplifier at that frequency.

Such an inductor as L2 is sometimes shunted by

a resistor to avoid too peaky a response, and rt

the resistor is too high or open-circuit " ringing

may occur, giving an effect similar to that shown

in Fig. 2.

Increase in value of one of the load resistors

will not only impair the high frequency response

of the stage (making it impossible to resolve the

higher frequencies gratings of Test Card C) but

also increase the gain towards the low-frequency

end, often giving smearing and black flaring after

a black on a white background.

Modern receivers purposely attenuate some of

the low-frcquencv video signal to reduce the effects

of aircraft flutter and for other technical reasons.

In Fig. 1 low-frequency attemuation is given by

C3 in the tube cathode circuit. Most of the d.c.

is deleted, anyway, on sets using a mean-level

vision a.g.c. system!

Frequency compensation is also given in the

cathode circuit of the video amplifier. C4 is usually

selected to give the best overall response after

consideration has been given to the other com-
pensating features of the circuit.

A value of about l,OO0pF gives full gain at the

higher frequencies, where the reactance is low, and

progressively reducing gain as the frequency

decreases as the result of increasing negative feed-

back due to the increasing reactance. Thus, if C4
goes open-circuit the response would be affected,

and the general gain of the stage would fall.

LI between the vision detector and the video

amplifier control grid, in conjunction with the

6-8pF capacitor C5 and the input capacitance of

the valve, acts as an i.f. filter. The i.f. signal is

prevented from gaining admittance to the ampli-

fier where its presence would be likdy to cause

pattern interference.

fig. 4—Peak white suppression, where the white pans

of the picture tend to shade grey, can be caused by a

low emission video amplifier valve or increase in value

of the screen grid feed resistor.

LI sometimes goes open-circuit and severely

reduces the video drive to the picture tube. The
picture may not be cut off completely, but may
appear as shown in Fig 3. In some models the

sync performance (e.g., vertical and horizontal

holds) may be impaired. Similar effects can be

caused by a bad vision detector diode.

Peak white suppression can also occur both in

the diode and in the video amplifier, giving the

effect as shown in Fig: 4. This sympton is akin

to the black spotter control on some sets being

too far advanced. However, if the spotter control

is fully anti-clockwise and the fault persists, the

video amplifier valve and the detector diode should

be checked in that order. An increase in value of

the screen feed resistor, R7, can also cause the

trouble.

TV DEAF-AID
—continued from page 103

and then the unit can rest on a table or on the

arm of the chair of the deaf-aided viewer, who
may then conveniently adjust both volume and

tone as required.

Setting up

The unit should be set-up in the following

manner. After connection to the parent receiver.

the receiver volume control should be adjusted

actually during the course of a programme for the

normal listening volume as required by the viewers

without hearing shortcomings.
The person needing the aid should then set his

manual control to mid-range and adjust the slider

preset volume control, in conjunction with the tone

control for the most comfortable listening level.

The top may then be put back on the unit and

the main volume and the tone controls used

normally during a programme. Alterations to the

settings of the deaf-aid controls will not, of course,

affect the volume of sound delivered by the loud-

speaker in the receiver; but an alteration of volume

of the set will call for a corresponding adjustment

of the deaf-aid's volume control.
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A CLOSED CIRCUIT

TV
camera

By E. McLoughlin

PART THREE: THE CAMERA
CONTROL UNIT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 87 OF THE NOVEMBER
ISSUE

THE control unit contains the main video
amplifier circuits, the scan circuits and an r.f.

section delivering a composite output signal

acceptable at the aerial sockets of any normal
domestic TV receiver without modification. It also
contains all power supplies for operating its own
circuitry and the associated vidicon camera unit
described in the previous article of this series.

Together with the vidicon camera units the
control unit provides a complete basic closed
circuit televison link, giving displayed pictures of
acceptable sync, stability and definition. The
author has found that the stability on a 22-inch
TV receiver screen is sufficient to allow photo-
graphic exposures of many seconds without blurring
of resulting photos due to jitter. Resulting photo-
graphs enlarged to normal print or postcard size
have a definition hardly distinguishable from the
ordinary run of direct snapshots. Moreover, the
displayed images on the TV receiver have sufficient
definition to allow exact observation of the pointer
and every scale division on the scaleplate of a

typical multimeter, under conditions where the
multimeter is so televised, that at least six scale-

plates could be accommodated on the screen
area. Thus serious uses for multiple remote display
of several meters, counters or other instruments
are immediately possible with CCTV equipment as

described in the present series.

Simplifications

The prototype design has been laid out for 625-
line operation, with a modulated r.f. output signal

resembling the CCIR standard sufficiently closely
to permit, in general, satisfactory display on an
unmodified CCIR domestic receiver. The principal
differences in detail from the true CCIR standard
waveform amount to the omission of line pulses
during the frame return period, the omission of
all black-ievel porches and the lengthening of line

and frame pulses to correspond approximately to

the total duration of pulses and porches together
in the standard waveform.

It must be emphasised that the omission of more
complex waveform generators giving a more closely
standard waveform is here del. berate, so that the
simplest possible basic unit giving definitely usable
pictures of well -acceptable quality results, with a
minimum oi expense.

At the same time, the complete design, especially
controls and plug connections, has been evolved in

such a way that the same control unit will be
usable with other picture pick-up heads which
are planned to be the subject of future articles,

and also permits external connection of an addi-
tional waveform generator chassis. (This will form
the subject of another future article, and will allow
the optional insertion of black-level porches and
line pulses during the frame flyback, giving im-
proved rigidity of receiver lock.)

Scan Amplitude Controls

The control unit design published in the present
article differs from many commercial units of

position of HT ana Bias distribution
bracket, for details see Fig. '4

1

flfe* *] —d$-

Fig. 11—Af>ove-Ci?ossis component layout.
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.

131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON
LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open.from 1'a.m. to « P-™"-^™' ™JJfj*£fc\
For any information or problems you have, call or phone we are always pleased co neip

Line output and Scan Coll specialists.

EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.

A1BA-T301. T304. TS94. T4S4. T494, T504, TK1974 TR9S74 at

T818 Rewind *J
t '-'I I*M. T42 l T634, T524FM *
t38LMT341 TM2. MT36S. T431. T48S. MT-441. MT442 at

T841. TS44. T724FM, T744FH **

TH53. T909, T7I7 •- "
BEETHOVIH—B108. B109, B20S .. „ at

BUSH-TV82 TVS8. TUr;.14A, T38. TV86. TOO**, TV36b.

TfrtKfl'o. TV« TVS;;. TV 38 TV57. TUMI, MS9. TUG39,

TV62, TV88, TwNi TV87 Rewind 01 Exchange Unit , ,
at

TUG98, M19. TUGB9, Rewind or Exchange Unit . .
at

tvso • *;
TV?9 *v

COBS0E-R1TA. 3S0. b'il. »S* 934,' 939, 937. 9SS.'93Sa1 939FA,

84(1. 942, 94'.'A 043. 944. 048
»J

"^i^ &41H 94** * •« * r * *

DECCA-Dlll. DJ!2.
,

C,
,

DMs!
,

DH4."bMI 0, DM5, DMU. DMI7.

444. (135, DUM . . .

.

j *•

DM33. DMIi r>«««X DHOiX NfSVO .. • «*

DEFIANT ~»H R-»lnde oa.y

DYNATROH—All early models Re-winds. TT3S, IV3G . . «
EKco-T<an*. Tuvoo ras;i, fan, mi, T*QTi1S9b3SS'
TC287 1, TOSS, T284, T298, T311, TGC31B, T32«. T327. TSSO.

T.1SIW TSUI. TCG337 •*

TMBS72 T344, T344F. T348. T948F, T3J8 .. .. *
TC812. T313, T313F, T33S at

EMER50K—E700, E701, F.704 E708. Fort O Esuta, E707, E709,

K710. E711. These are supplied «.« »n exchange unit ., at

ENGLISH ELECTRIC—All these compinents »re rewind amy,

BVCbM tad line output, ajtfiougb Mmt *e o»a do 04 »xco.*nge

unit base.

,
W?T

,
?tS

:t
4
lWT

l
^Wr. 1«T, 148T. 145T. 990T. MIT, 992T.

99ST . . f*
094T, 995T, 9961. 997T 98ST .. «
SOSf! 204T 2051, 2W3T, 3I4T, 235T, S86T, 2*4*. 248T at.

Mil, 307T, SIST, 317T f*
30*>T 30&T • * » » *•

Wl\ 40 ST, 418T, 4391, *S*T, 406T, 467' P . . , .
at

50U Serleii 804T .- • *'

FERBANTI-14T2, 14T3, 14T3F 14T4,.
11T4F. UTS J4TJ,

17K3, 17K3F, 17T3. 17T3F, 17KJ. 17K.4P. ITK-t. 1.SK4.

17BK4P. 17K9. 17BS5, 178k«. 1/T4, 17T4F, 17T3. 17TS.

The** «r* rapplled as Loserte onjy - *
90T4S, '21KA. 21K6V, 22K3, 24K4. Thtat *r* rtwmds or

""Ttchiuix^ ^m'*s.

TM'H, TI002, T10O2/1. T1001, TWOS. T1911 .. ,. a »

Tl'Ha. T10-23, T1024, T1037 at

G.B.C.-BT12S1. BTI3&2. BT12-32A. BT174"5. BT574S, BTMSO,

BT"745 Br^TliR. BT-2747, BT4748. BT3243, Bt3347,

BT334!!. VtVm, BT5fi43R BTS245, BTSS4'5, BT*!40. At)

tltrje »rn mnpHed on fecchaage uaK bails . . ;. J
BTS/42flTl15rt BT13a4.Bt-.iI54. BTiUoS, BT8149. BTKli at

H.W.V.— 1*54, 18S4A, 1824B, 1825, 1«'29. 1826A. MS7, 18-27A,

*lSlifl 18'JOA »• ** * "
1840! 184V 1842. 1843 1844, 1843, 1848, 1847, 1848 .. at

IMS, IW) ,

1870, 1871. 1873, 1878, 1874. 1875. IBM.. .. •• "
1NVICTA—TILS, T119. T120 "*

Tl'?i. Tl-ifl "
Tl-*3 Tl'24. TIM. T133- T134 «
237, 23T3P. 437 **:

i:<7, 338, 339 .- •• , • ..;• 3
With IXVICT A, PAM or PYE iparct p*ta»e atate aerial

number and maker's part nnmber.

KOLSTER BRAHDES—Al! tyyea kvallabte, «me of tbese are

rtwindt-, j
PVP^O. PVPM. Kova] Star al

QV10K. 4Jt)a9, QLT30 a
J

PV40
a

,"

QVP20 QVP30 *J
pviw pviwi at

MARCONI^ A'l tv]»-s avaiish]';. some are rcwEnde.

US ierie?, VRC84BA, V0163
*J

VTI38, VT15B . \TlStJ a
;

VT137 VT158, VTIS9. VT1-50 Bl

49(7
7ft/-

44(9
51/9
70/1.0

57/9
67/8

70/-
70/-

128/-
103/9

68/-
84/-

7E/8
74/fl

S2/8
88'-

nit

es/s

ss/e
52/8
89/8
91(5
57/9
91/5
91/5

HASTERAD10—AH types can be rewound, some can be supplied

oi t ow Ewhaiwe Lnit Plan.

HoMlOHAEL—M14T. M17T. SltlLC .. -. • J
£'T M21TM M=-K M58HW Km M <HFC . «,

Ail '.j-pM available, earlier .Model*. Re-wind or Lxtftuue Lnita,

MURPHY—-240-230 • *[

V ;i 1 1

1

' V
,

320, V 850. V470 to V.I 40 ItioIuHto »

.

.

.

*J
V410, V4-20 ,

•• _ « -• ™
All sparet ayailable. Prloeii oil requett, 9.A-B.

PAW.—90S, 909. 952. 958, 938 **

5ol; MlA-
S
!oiF, 517. ,"517 A. 517CA, »17F 521, >2tCA. 321CF,

Witt' 1SV1CTA. PAM or>V, UttMi please state serial

tunnhir and maker's pan number.

PETO SCOTT-148A, TRW. ITM. TV1418. T1418. TI419

TV17M TV1719. TV17S0. Th*se are supplied a» Insorti only at

P8ILC0—1000, 1010 *'

81/-

87/9

78/8
8,"./-

82/-
97/8

67/9
88,'9

88/6

91/5
82/8
91/6
78/3
47/8
flfl/fl

58(8
«»/-

60/-
88(9

•7/6
•7/6
57/9
81 .'5

67/8
81/9
84(6
861-
61/5

106(9
97(3
ww-
104(3
121V

67.'6

S2/B
91/5

1019
1021,1023

"
1800. 1810 fj
1DS0, 1981, 1983. 2180, 2161 *J

All Pftllco spares are a-cAtiable, eome bring eicbsnse nnitn,

wLTare rewinds (older model,). Pleaae send B.A.E. (or nnot-a-

Ttnn on *nv not listed.

PHOT—fV78 TV7fi CV77, CV84, TVR4, CV84'12, TT84'12.

Tow CW W, 11DC87I12, CVS7 12. TTS7/12. Tbew
aie supplied a* inserts only . . . - - • •

#t
TV94 DOC97 TV97. Tbeae are rapplied as inserts onir, .

av

ll'IF. Ill, 117. TV107 .. - •• «
All other types available, prtrtF on retiuest.

PORTADYTfE—All type* are rewtnd only »*

PTE—V14. V140. V4. VT4. V7, VTT •*•

IvVV-T^Mn.'csifc. cshF, ositcf; ctmir. itotxfc
I--.IT17T UW17, CW170, CWlTCr, CW17F ,. .. «}

CTM178,'CW17t59, CW178 .. .- -- *\

CTKSIS. QWWaiB, orfctwF .. _. J...J •• •• *J
fiTMai, OTM210D, CrtM21F, VT21, VT21CD ., ,. a*

vl'io' PVTIO, VSOOS! V30OF. V3103, V310F, V910, ValOLB.

V-2-20, V230, V41P, V ISO, V510, V720, V60OA . . .

.

»J
V700 P( No. 782740 „ '„- -' *" S
V700 WHO. 718374 or V700 P/Ko. 782843 . . .

.

*t

V 7. wA P So- 782740 "
V7H01.BA P.-No. 7111371 **

V8SOA, V330LBA, V710A

V820a;"v700O. 710D, Wob. Ko4el l*'nod«)"2, Bibdel 11.

Other Pye spares itiioUtlon oa request, B.A.E. please. vTben

ordeHni Pre spares please state model Jio. and serial flo,

also state if printed or wir«d circuit.

RAYMOND—Ail S,'coils and line outputs are rewind only.

RE0EN10NE— All early model! rewind or exchange unit.

TU l»-*t (or rewind at 70/.I *!

tij-4 and i0»7 S^aajioli a> Instil

R.G.D.—DEEP17TME ITTJlfl'Jl rewind only

710, 411, 610

SOBEUL-TS17 T347 • *
Til. HK T21LC, T2-2 • "
TPS14J. TIT* *T
T171. T171C, T172 •*

8C34. SOM, 3G»70, BCS741 •*

ULTRA— VS14. V>il5, Wtf. V91S. V817. These axe exchange

U%, "VP 14-33. V15-80,
"

V17B0.' VRi752, ¥l7o3,"vi7«u
\ fI 1 7 1! . . , , - • • • • * *

\\ •:i7'>" vi7iis. Vi7-i4. V2l-',o. vai-ea, V21-80 .. at

V I7-7H V17-71, V17-72. V17-78, V17-74, V17-73 .. at

VlT-80, V17-«1. VI7S2, V17-88 ""

VIIM0 V19-S4. VI 983 "
V23-W. V23-S4 »__ - -• av

Ail a/coils L-aii be strpplied on the above Ultra range.

j-d«e list f» published bv snyone, if you do not see whit you

44/-
44'-

68/11

707-

6S/S
89/.

68/-
87/6
87/8
79/6
57/B

73/8
42/9
61/9
42/9
59(9
69/9
4S/8

114/-
38/0

114/-

81/-
87/9
97/8
81/-
66/.

•?/«

68/8
80/9
60/-
72/6
61/3
70/-

Alt goods if in stock will be despatched the same day.

OUR STREAMLINED RE-WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS

Sand S.A.E. for free list of yolyej, ond quality re-bu»t CRT'; ot bargain prise,

TERMS: C.VV.O. or C.O.D., Posta-e on all L.O.P.T.S. and S Coili. 3'-. C.O.O., 5'-.

U
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE ! : !

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHOHE, OR WIRE.. DESPATCHED

SAME AFTERSOOJf

QA2
OB2
OSMGT
1C5
IDA
1L4
1R5
185
1T4
2D21
WA4
;;_v>

3«SGT
334m
5K4UT
tV4Q
.->\4i_;

avaGT
SZ3
5SI4G
6A7
HAS
6 ACT
6AU7
6AQ5
i;atb
6AU6
6AV6
6BA6
SBE6
fiHtiSG

sbus
(IRJfi

1BQ7A
6BR7

4/6 6BR*
8/- 6BW6
4/3 6BW7
8/6

6CD8G
6CLI1I
K(.'W4
6113
til-'l

a/6 BF18
4f. BF2S
B/9|flF25
7/3 BJ70
4/9 iiK7i;

5/6 HK>-G
9/- ilK'jr,

4/3 SL1

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.I
Nearest tube
Chalk Farm

All goods
advertised are

in stock

Primrose
9090

SL7CT
sua
ULliyi'i

etas
BQTO
6878
liV4(JT

f>X4

63CS
)0L2

4/g ,-ii-

5/. 7B7
13/6 7C3
5/6 7CT

Mg
7/6

V-
li.'-

13/-

5/-
2-1/-

9/6
9/8
:>/-

9/U
Hi/4

4/8

l|S
s/«
ie/6
!</•>

IM
4/6

7/8
5/<!

!!/«;

i/<;

«:

3/3
6-
4/(1

S/S
18/8
7(6
10/-

1

7/-
5/81
12/6
14/-!

5/-

5f
9/6
9/8
13/-
10/

7V7
7Y4
HRWti
lata
iocs
lOr'l

IUL.1U1 9/.

I.0P13 8/8
UIP14 ""

ISAOS
!_ % K
13AB6
I-JAH7
1-_>AH*

ly.vrs
12AITB
I2AV6
ISBA6
1-iliLI.j

I'JBH?
\->Kn

t!»A(JS

IUH1
-w>i

»0LI
'.'fiPl

11/6
8/6
9/6
8/-
5/-
9/-

4/9
6/6
8/9
6/-
5/-

7/6
10/-

7/9
6/-
9/-

12/-
12/6
12/6
12/-
13/8
13/6
6/8
8/-

23/3
9/6
6/-

9/8

30FL12 11/
30L15 10/-
30P4 18/8
sons 7/e
30P19 12/3
WPL1 8/-
SOPLla 9/0
I30PL14 18/8
30L6OT 71-
SSWt 5/8
3523 16/4
3.5Z4GT 4/8
3SSSOS 6/-
50C3 6/8
fSOMGl 6/6
I.53KU 14/6

8/6
8/6

9IIAO 87/6
9UAV 67/6

18/

43/
12/-

16/6

BOC
Wi:
illK V
150'B! _
ISO 1ST 34/11
SWiA 12/6
57«3 7/6
7473 3/-
AC6PEX 6/-
IAZ31 6/6
AZ41 8/6
B3S

'V:il
11/8
in

DAF98 5/9
BD41 12/8

Terms of business:—-Cash with order or C.O.D. only.
Postage Sd. per item. Qrilirs over £3 post free.
C.O.D. 3/6 estra. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit for only 8d. extra. All nniere
despatched on day of receipt. Callers welcome
Mon.—Fri. 8.30-5.30. Sals. S.3U-1 p.m.

d*w i5/-
UKflti 5/8
ni-'j; io/-
DH101 25/-
bll 10716/11
»K9'2 6/9

MITLLARD BY100 MIDOET SILICON RECTD7IERS
Output 250v, at 1 amp.

No larger than a slilrt button I

8/- eatti.

BQCBS 6/8|EL37
Kt.'.-- io/- l-:lsi

ECC91 aZ-'KMl
ECC1SO10/8: E1.4-J

DK96
in,i;s

DL73
hLim
I

i M ill

OM71
BY86
ES80B
!.-;:;

BS80C 10/-
El«)F 19/6
BAM 1/6
EABCS0 5/6
EAF43 7/6
EB34
KB41
EB91
I-:i:iv::j

EISLMl
E Hi St
BBP80

KUF-S9
EBT.21
EC70
E(S1
ECiKi
EOC34 21/.
EC<".-35 5/9
ECC40 7/6
E(J(JS1 3/9
ECC82 4/6
ECC83 4/6
Ei :f>"4 6/0

ECFSd
Ecpaa
EC-l-'.^ri

ECM'/l
liCHIH
ECH4-J
ECII«I
ECU.-:!
BCSB4
BCLSfl
Ei:l>u

EE61
EL83
BL84
Ef.Sf.

E l,SU

1/
4/8
2/3
5/6
8/S
6/-

6/6
7/6

6/9
9/-

12/6
27/6
7/6

8/3
7/H

11/0
1 0/-
(i/S

7/9
t;/-

7/8
9/fl

8/-
7/6 BLL80

BCL83 10/- KIM
ECLWj 9/- BM34

8/S EM71
H/- KMvi
3/9 EMSI
9/- EMS4
6/9
6/9

if.

it-
ii'ti

4/9

I'M

we
6/9
7/6
4/-

13/6
38/-

EF3"'
EE:j7A
EF39
EF40
EF4

1

EPtS
.EF7,-1

EFSII

EFS.">

EF-j
EFSU
EF91
BF92
EF95
EF97
BF98
EPi.S:t

BL860
El.^tl
EL85

EM.ss
F.M.sV

KM 31

EY*S
B¥84
KY-ti;

BY88
8/6|K/,4'i
S/-JKJH1

11 IS BK88
10/- B281
SZ-lliZSO
8/- OZS2

EF804 20 /a ! S 888
EK33 6/-CZ34
EL33 7/6;(lZ3?

Bf
4/3
4/3
7/-

T/6

17/S
10,'-

XJ J-J-l r> / 1

4

1 6
Et34 10/- 1 HN309 85/-

17/6, HVR-i B/-
12/.|HVB2A 9/-

"" KT3;!C 4/-
KT36 28/1
KT41
KT44
KTfll

7/- 1 KTfi3
7/6,KTIill
B/6IKT8S
6/3 KTWH1 5/-
27/- KTW89 8/6
16/4 1 KTW6S 5/9
18/6 MHED612/6
20/5 MKT1 17/8
17/9! ML 12/ 14 5/-
S/9IN37 23/3

13/6 ^7^ 28/2
8/6 -NllW 26/8
7/6 FS 10/-
8/- FABC80 7/-

9/- PC«6 10/8
15/2 PCS8
45/- P095
8/- 1 PC97
7/3 1 PCC84
9/3 POCSS
10/6'PCVSJj 10/6
5/9 pci.-s-i 7/e
9/3IPCC1S9I0/6
S/6.PCF»ft 5/6

I*E.V4oDD
13/-

I'ENJ.l 4/6
PKN38S

11/8

14/7
11/8
8/3
5/6
7/.

P(..T»-i

PGFS4
PCFSti
FCl.ii
PCLS3
['CT.S4
PCI [,53

PCLK-1

PL3 3

PL3t>
I'l.ns

L'l.sl

PtBfi
PLS8
I'LS4
l'MS4
l*X4
PX15

I
PY31
PYS-i
pyas
l'Y*»)

PYSl
PY89
["1 Mi
PYM
I'V-rtij

PT801
PZ30
Li.;

Klfl

R19
8P41
3P61

We require lor prompt cash settlement all types ol

valves, loose or boxed, but MUST be new. Oflers
made by return.

Si _,:

en
TH41

1 11

16/11
8/6

16/6
7/-

5/8
5/3
6/-

9/6
9/-

8/6
6/6
8/9
10/-
5/6
5/6
5/-
6/-
8/-

7/3
7/8
15/-

34/11
10/6
7/-i

21-
21-

B7/2
9/-

13/-
15/8

L10
D12/14
Llti
L19
U2-2
L24
U2B

LSI
U33

M
r/«

j 0/.

48/ ;•;

8*.

1.5/-

S/9

7/9
7/-

Hi!:'.

iB/li

.-:!/:;

13/li

1/9
10/'-

9/6
18*.
12-
*>

1 7/U
S/li

1 I 1.1.

I I'll

|Uff4a
1 HBO
ITW
L'l'Mfl

1 P89
t:ut
l I.I!

9/SOA73
8/9 OA79

(JA^i
OC19
ocaa
OC'Ji!

Oi.J'r-

OCJ9

I YSlil- 11/8

L"7fi

L191
L'231
L'28-2

L301
U404
O801
U4020
CAB I"' .si 1 5/6
UAF42 7/6
BB41 10/8
LISC4I 6/B
EBC81 6/3
L'UFSO 8/8
LBFS9 7/-
LB1.2L 11/.
LFO084 9/-
tfOO

UMS4 16/10
I M-l)

LV-11
1

'

,' s:,

VP4
VR103
vni.w
W107
W7'_'!l

X41

CGFH0
CCfl-"l
i:cti42
CCHsl
CCE8'j

9/li

8/8
if-

•I-

5/.

.V.,

8/6
:,-

8/6
6/-

V---
23/3! OC33
S/- OC86
6/- OG41

15/3 OC44
OC45

8/6 ! OC63
9/- OtclS

12/6 OC70
I YIN 10/9 OCT 1

LY-21 8/9 OC7-1
5/- i

OC73
4/3 OC74

14/6 OC7S
5/6 ; OC:"6
5/-

I
OC7'7

10/(1 0(.7S
17/6 '0051
15/- OcblD
7/6 OC-W

26/2 OC8S
21/-JOCS4
5/- |OCl70
8/.

V-;::

SM

mid filodtrx

AF117 6/8
OA70 3/-

3/-

3/-
3/-

25/.
23/.
25/-
12/6
37/6
18/-
21/6
8/-

8/3
9/-

22/6
25/-

6/6
3/6
6/-

18/-
8/-
8/-

S/8
12/-
8/-

4/-
4/-

10/-
3/6
8/8
8/6

10/6
7/6

OC171
OCP71 _.
MAT100 7/9
MAT) 01 8/6
MAT120 7/9
MAT121 8/6

AU gootfa are new. first, iinjillty hratidfl onlj", and
a)ibject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' secottdl or rt\ii.c:ts, which are often
described as "new and tested" but which hare a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, wttn resistors,
condensers, transformer*, microphones, speakers,

metal rgiiiiHor?. etc, Sd. post free.

YOUR CAREER i»

TELEVISION?
Big opporttiniiies and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today—both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the finest
home Study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech-
nicians' Certilicalf*); the Grad. Brit. I.K.K. Exam.; the
RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; utc, Also courses io
Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-
mechanisms; .Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with eqiiipoieat. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbrok.u
record of exam, successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising iii electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will be glad I v sent without
any obligation.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please

12.63

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

Better, Brighter.

Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

excepting glass

!2in. ... ... £4.10.0 I4in. ... £5. 5.0

I5-I7in. ... £5.15.0 21m. ... £7.15.0

New Silver Screen and Altiminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

I2in £3. 0.0 I4in. ... £4. 0.0

I5-I7in. ... £4.10.0 21 in. ... £6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS,
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10 -.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
Tefepfione: WALLINGTON 9665
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13 mi*.

7 6 Mc/s.

TYPICAL CALCULATION OF REQUIRED VALUE FOR C8

About 10-20 turns of connecting wire round three f.ngers as test coil, secured with two pieces of

insufclnV«P«- lnd««nc?need not be exact or known Solder provisionally between ,unct.on CI R4

and chassis. All three valves in place, but no power supplies.

Measure resonant frequency of test coil then with grid-dip meter.

Result for Prototype . 14 Mc s.
. . . W

Repeat with coil removed and wired to a known ceramic capacitor of same capac.ty as approximate

estimated Vidicon Target Strays.

Resu/t for Prototype (16pF copocitor)

Repeat with known capacitor appro*. 3 times as large.

Result for Prototype (56pf capacitor)

TCtarg — Total Stray Capacity in

Vidicon Target Circuit

4 Co — Self-capacity of Test Coil

[formula; |j
=ig where fA . f. are two resonant frequencies of same coil whht^m^^U

J

Applying to (ii) and (iii) above:

e^^4=^^ i"sCo - 4 6,,F *
,">^0,l'

Applying to (i) and (ii) above:
Co + Ctarg _ I3|

and Cq
Co -1- 16 14*

00

(iii)

1

1

4-6pF ; gives Ctorg =- l3-2pf oppro*.

Compensation ^^fff^ffff^ ln pF; R
.

$ in k p_)

Thus C8 . cta^xju _ Wj^ pF _ approx _ 27WpF

V0
|up« t

L

»i above, but Test Coil from V2 anode to chassis in (i), top end of R7 thereby open-circuit.

Result is C.n, the total anode stray capacity of V2

fieso/t for Prototype C»n = I4pf-

Compensation rule to be satisfied (see Fig. I):
? c (R7m H -ives here LI = approx. 30ft

H

meter. If N is required correction-factor, rewind with y-Nx 105 turns.
^

TABLE I (Refer to Comero Head article /ast month.)

similar purpose in an important feature, namely m
the presence of scan amplitude, linearity and fre-

quency controls on the front panel instead ot

internallv as presets. In general, a vidicon tube

should be scanned with a raster of constant size

throughout the serviceable life of the tube. How-

ever, for amateur experimental purposes, this point

need not be taken too critically.

There are many instances where it is extremely

useful to be able to alter the scan geometry

temporarily. This should then be for periods as

brief as possible for satisfying the envisaged pur-

pose, the controls thereafter being returned to

normal. The " normal " positions could be clearly

marked on each control.
.

With the simplified sync waveform used in
_

the

basic equipment, picture stability on the receiver

can be dependent on vidicon frame scan amplitude

setting, partly because the frame amplitude setting

reacts directly on the sync and blanking generator

in the circuit" used and partly because the receiver

may depend upon pseudo-porches generated via

the" video-waveform from the camera under con-

ditions of proper scan amplitude adjustment.

Sudden changes of frame scan amplitude may
well set the picture rolling on the receiver,

requirine readjustments to the frame hold controls.

Line hold is more stable in the face of sudden

changes of vidicon scan width. In general, precise

adjustments to the scan controls contribute greatly

to picture stability on the receiver, this being

another vital reason for fitting all controls directly

on the panel. The third reason is concerned with

the desired general universality of the control unit.

for subsequent diverse uses with other pick-up

units and ancillaries.

Plug Connections

Two main considerations Jed to the adoption of

completely separate plugs and sockets for all wave-

form and power feeds, instead of multiple con-

nectors.

The first consideration is that of greater case in

obtaining plugs and sockets, standard items being

usable in the arrangement employed. The second

consideration involves the resulting greater free-

dom in optimum disposition of connecting leads

in the sub-chassis wiring and the greater versatility

of subsequent interconnection with future ancillary

units, enabling different leads to be taken to or

throueh the respective new units. In short, the

value' of the equipment for general experimental

purposes is enhanced by these measures.

P4 and P5 mav. of course, be combined to an

8-pole type if desired, but the use of two separate

3-pole-p"lus-earth sockets is probably better. The
type of socket found on Grundig tape recorders for

radio, record and playback was used in the proto-

type, though any small 4- pole type of socket

will do, provided it is adequately screened.
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COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors: C34 50/ttF elec. 35V C53 O-I^FSOOV

Rl 25kO 2W w.w. R19 2-2MQ C35 ISOOpF cer. or m. C54 lOO^F elec. 12V
R2 lOOkQ R20 2-2kQ KM 0-068^F500V C55 lOOpFcer. or m.
R3 25kQ2Ww.w. R2I 220kQ C37 680pFcer. or m, C56 0-G5uF 500V
R4 IkQSWw.w. R22 2-2MQ *C38 0-068/xF 500V C57 lOOpFcer. or m.
R5 I2Q IW R23 ISkQ *C39 0-068/^FSOOV C58 47 P F cer. orm.
R6 3-3kQ IW R24 ISkQ C40 3300pF 500V C59 68PFcer.orm.
R7 IOkQ IW R2S IOkQ C4I 2200 pF 500V C60 20P Fcer. orm.
R8 IOkQ IW R26 470kQ C42 2700pF500V C6I lOOOpF cer. or m.
R9 S-6kH IW R27 470k Q C43 3300pF500V C62 lOOuFelec. 12V
RIO l-5kQ R28 IMQ C44 3900pF500V C63 0-0 1 «F 500V
Rll 8-2kQ IW R29 lOOkQ C45 4700PF500V C64 0-05»F500V
RI2 IOkQ IW R30 270kQ C46 S^Felec. 100V C65 47pF cer. or m.
RI3 220kQ R3I lOOkQ C47 0-I MF500V C66 20pF cer. or m,
RI4 47kQ 2W R32 4-7MQ C48 ISQpFcer. or m. C67 80pF cer. or m.
RI5 27kQ2W R.33 lOOkQ C49 IQOOpF cer. or m. C68 OOOS^Fcer.orm.
RI6 lOOkQ R34 lOOkQ C50 02^ 500V C69
RI7 50kQ 5W w.w. R35 8-2kQ C5I Q-UF500V C70
RI8 2-2MQ IW R36 ISkQ C52 0-2^F 500V C7I

01/i.F 500V
OI^FSOOV
\fsF 500V

R37 2-7MQ R58 lOOkQ R79 6-8kQ
*See text for alternatives if specified values are

R38 IMQ R59 39kQ R80 I8Q difficult to obtain. All capacitors paper except
R39 39kQ R60 47Q R8I 3-8kQ where indicated.

R40 ISOkQ R6I 270kQ R82 470Q Variable Capacitors:
R4I IOkQ R62 IMQ R83 ISkQ TCI 50pF trimmer TC3 l-3pF trimmer
R42 I-8MS2 R63 47kQ R84 2-2kQ TC2 2-1 2pF tuner (s.w. type)
R43 ISkQ' R64 IOkQ R85 lOOkQ Transformers:
R44 47kQ R65 IOkQ R86 IMQ Tl Mains transformer. Tapped primary.
R45 IOkQ R66 2-7kQ R87 270k tl Secondaries: 250-0-250V 150mA; 6-3V 4A;
R46 75kQ R67 270kQ R88 2-7kQ 6-3V 2-5A
R47 390Q IW R68 47kQ R89 l2kQ T2 Frame osc. trs., 7AB/I 005 ~)

R48 2-7kQ R69 IMQ R90 I -SkQ T3 Frame op trs., 7AB 1021 I -. <
EM

.

1 -

R49 J-8kQ R70 IOkQ R9I IOkQ T4 Line o,p trs., 7AB/IOI3
Electronics).

RSO 470kQ R7I IOkQ R92 IOkQ Inductors-

f« 5!^ R
l
2 l0ka R93 47k° Ll L.F. smoothing choke 1 5H 80mA

Sf? fn
kR $11

M ° R94 6 "8k" IW L2 L.F. smoothing choke I5H 80mA
J2 ffn ilt Mft K! ^ k

S
1W L3 Line oscillator coil PLC752(E.M.L

R54 IMQ R75 2-2kQ R96 22kQ Electronics*
R55 6-8kQ R76 IMQ R97 470kQ L4 LSI L81
R56 39kQ R77 I -8kQ R98 l-2kQ ,/

, 7
^see table I ,- ^see table 2

R57 820kQ R78 27kQ Valves-
All carbon, ±10%, £W unless otherwise stated. V4 ef80 V8 ECF82 VI2 ECC8I

Potentiometers: V2 ECC8I V9 ECL82 VI 3 EZ80
VRI lOOkQ VR5 IMQ V6 ECF82 VI0 ECC8I VI4 EZ80
VR2 lOOkii VR6 50kQ V7 EF80 VII ECC82
VR3 250kQ VR7 lOOkQ Diodes:
v *4 IMQ VR8 IOkQ Di,2 Silicon 350V (Brush S36)
All I.near law. D3 Selenium E250C50 D4 Zener ISV 10mA

Capacitors: D5, 6 Silicon 350V (Brush S36)
CI lunj-^tj^^ui^cnu Miscellaneous:

I
^ 1 50+ 50MF electrolytic 4S0V '

'j*|™
Coaxial sockets

91 }S0+5GMF electrolytic 450V P4~PS 3 "Pole P lus earth taPe recorder type
*-* J sockets
C5 8^F elec. 350V CI9 |00^F elec. 35V P6-P8 Coaxial sockets. P9 Earthed mains connector.
C6 2^F elec. 350V C20 8^F elec. 350V PI 7V 0-3A pilot lamp. Fl | A fuse
C7 25^F elec. 350V C2I 6MF elec. 350V SI D.P.S.T. toggle switch
C8 8f*F elec. 350V C22 0-05/aF 500V S2 Wafer switch, I pole 5 way
C9 8M F elec. 350V C23 0-25MF 500V Eleven B9A valve holders. Nine Valve creening cans.
CIO 8^Felec.350V C24 ISOOpF 500V Nine small knobs. Mild steel chassis 7in. x I3in. xCM 25pFelec. 350V C25 0-25^F 500V 3in. Steel cover. Aluminium for screens. Ten
CI2 I6MF elec. 350V C26 0-02,*F 500V grommets 2in. dia. Tagstrip, wire, etc.
CI3A I^Felec. 3S0V C27 0-025,AF500V Camera Cable:
CI3B 1/iFelec. 350V C28 0-02^F 500V 30 yds. coaxial cable. 15 yds. 3-way screened cable
CI4 25^.F elec. 350V C29 0-VF 500V Eight coaxial plugs. Four tape recorder type
CI5 25^ elec. 350V C30 0-05^F500V 3-pole plugs. P.V.C. tape
CI6 8,tFelec.350V C3I 330pFcer. or m. Aerial Cable:
CI7 8^F elec. 350V *C32 0-33^F500V Desired length of coaxial cable. 2 coaxial plugs
CI8 0-VF500V *C33 0-068MF500V Mains Cable: 3-core cable and plugs.
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Screening

Total screening of the entire CCTV equipment

is of paramount importance. This is to prevent

entry of medium and longwave broadcast signals,

v.h.f. signals or other interference and to prevent

radiation of any internal scan or v.f.o. signals. All

cables between camera head and control unit must

be screened, including the power and focus lines.

It is advisable to fit a TVI filter and general

broadcast interference suppressor in both leads of

the mains cable near to or in the plug fitting

P9. although experience with the prototype has

shown that this measure may be dispensed with

if the mains feeds from P9 to the mains transformer

are well twisted and laid in the corner of the

chassis, and if the mains transformer has a good

A stout aluminium chassis and cover-hood may

certainly be used if desired, but a mild steel unit

offers the best solution. If making this up oneself,

the meial parts should be welded rather than

bolted together, as the former method leads to

better electrical continuity over long periods with

mild steel.

A long solder tag should be bolted to the chassis

at all points marked " MC " in the wiring

diagrams, arched over, and its other end soldered

to the chassis. A frame of bare tinned copper wires

can then be soldered between these earthing arches.

This gives more reliable earthing to chassis than

the use of bolts alone. Soldering to chassis should

be performed with a heavy wattage soldering iron

prior to mounting of any components. Subsequent

VR4 Frame hold
(below)

Focus Target Beam lbeio*.v Line hold Ur* »<*» T Contrast VFOUoU
(below) Mains (be**) C below) ^*^ u

tine coarse .„..._, r4!

Contrast VFOwrarg

.

^gg°m afr -m jl a "-del -el™? 1 n

lEM

Fig. M—Underchassis layout.

Composite video output
(To iron Itor)

screen between primary and secondary.

P9 itself was, in the prototype, the kind of

fitting often found on electric ketdes and clothes

irons, so that detachable mains leads of such

appliances may be used. The advantage of such a

connector is the fine earth connection therewith

achieved, which is essential for safety and reliability

with this equipment. Any other type of approved

detachable three-pin connector may be used. Under
no circumstances whatsoever is twin-flex permis-

sible for the mains connection; three core power

cable with proper three-pin power plug is essential.

Mechanical Construction

Considerable heat is developed in the control

unit, furthermore the unit is quite heavy, so that a

flimsy aluminium cabinet would not give the

necessary electrical and mechanical stability.

soldering to chassis is not possible, on account of

the very great heat necessary, which would melt

neighbouring components.

It is essential to use approved multicore solder

(NOT plumber's solder and acid fluxes) for the

heavy solder joints to chassis to avoid subsequent

corrosion effects.

A straightforward box type chassis is used and

the dimensions will be seen from Fig. 12 and Fig.

13. Compartment screens of sheet alumiruum are

used for the video and r.f. sections, and the sub-

chassis is closed by a lid which is attached to the

turned-over bottom edge with 8 self-tapping screws.

This bottom lid is fitted with four smalt rubber

feet, to avoid scratching any furniture upon which

the unit may be stood.

TO BE CONTIW«D



RECEIVING EQUI
TWO-VALVE CONVERTER AND 16-ELEMENT STACKED Ai

By B. W. Smith (G3LGJJT)
AMATEUR television receiving equipment
A\ usually consists of a converter which feeds an

ordinary domestic television receiver on an
unused Band 1 channel. Few amateurs completely
build a receiver for amateur use, understandably
so, considering the abundance of suitable, cheap,

;
Sccond-hand television receivers available.

THE CONVERTER
The converter works on the same principle as

the Band III converters which made an appearance
in 1957 when the ITA stations opened. The particu-
lar unit described in this article is for the most
popular and lowest frequency amateur television
band, 425 to 445 Mc/s or 70cm. This frequency is

changed to a Band I channel frequency so that the
converter output can be connected directly into the
aerial socket of a domestic television receiver.
Although a simple circuit is used the receiver will
be capable of a very good performance".

General Circuit Description

The circuit diagram of the converter is given in
Fig. 1. The 70cm signal feed from the aerial is

coupled into the mixer circuit L4, C3. L4 is a
quarter wave resonant trough tuned by VC2 at one
end.
The local oscillator VI is a 6J6 double triode in

a push-pull Colpitt's circuit, using half wave lines
tuning the anodes, instead of the more conventional
coil. The frequency of the oscillator is varied by a
split stator capacitor C2 connected across the end
of these lines. The oscillator voltage is inductively
coupled into the mixer trough by the coupling loop
L3, where it is mixed in the crystal diode mixer Dl
to give the" frequency conversion.

Because there is no amplification of the 70cm
signal at 70cm or in the frequency conversion stage,
a good low-noise intermediate frequency amplifier
is required, before taking the signal to the tele-

vision receiver. V2 provides this necessary amplifi-
cation, and is operated as a grounded grid triode

VWW-f—

i

rs ikn

,
5Wi
C9

16JJFr
kMR1

Fig. I
— The circuit of the converter.
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amplifier. This circuit was chosen because (a) very
good signat-to-noise ratio can be obtained, (b) the
circuit has only one tuned stage making it easy to
align, and (c) the mixer diode output impedance
will match into the input impedance of the
amplifier.

An r.f. amplifier stage is not used in this circuit
because very few valves can improve on the signal-
to-noise ratio that can be obtained by the converter
(i.e. they may amplify the signal, but amplified
valve noise is also added to the signal). In fact it

is possible to make the signal-to-noise ratio worse
with an amplifier than without. The signal-to-noise

I
performance of a diode mixer at 70cm is better than
most mode or pentode mixers, and gives the whole
receiver a reasonable performance.
The gain of the converter is made up in the i.f.

amplifier V2. For example, consider an amateur
transmission sound carrier on 432Mc/s and vision
carrier on 435-5Mc/s. The local oscillator wheti
tuned to 378-75Mc/s by C2 will give an i.f. signal
at a frequency of 53-25Mc/s (sound) and a vision-

frequency of 56-75Mc/s, both of which can be
received on channel 3.

A power unit for operation from an a.c. mains is

incorporated in this design. This need not be built

, 15,'V.

1 T &-
&rL5,L6

,

Fig, 2—A chassis drilling diagram.
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of course, if an alternative source of h,t. and l.t.

power is already available. Power requirements are

200V 20mA and 6-3V 075mA.

Construction

The converter is built on a standard gin. x 6in.

x 2yin. aluminium chassis, and this leaves plenty

of room to spare. Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of

rhc fixing holes for the various components.
Aluminium sheet is used for screening the 6J6
oscillator section and the anode circuit of the i.f.

amplifier as indicated in Fig 3.

Detail
o! L3

C3 Output VC2t

Fig. 3—An underchassis view of the unit.

The construction can be split up into four main
parts: mixer circuit, local oscillator, i.f. amplifier,

.and the power unit.

Mixer Circuit

Fig. 4 shows the layout of the mixer line. The
trough L4 is conveniently made from 18 or 20s.w.g.

brass sheet bent to form an open rectangular box of

vi LA.
=i- 3/e dia. hole

( o y for crystal

SKI
Aerial socket

Side view

7reuo,rt'is made from 18 or 20 s.w.g. Brass sheet bent to form an open box
with the corners soldered

Fig. 4—Construction details of the mixer trough

the dimensions shown, the corners of the trough

then being soldered.

The mixer line itself is made from Jin. outside

diameter copper tube with a §in. diameter copper

disc, about i'„in. thick, soldered concentric with the

tube across one end. The other end of the line is

soldered to one end of the trough, so that the line

is in the middle of the trough.

The mixer tuning capacitor VC2 is made by
soldering a Jin. diameter, A in. thick copper disc

concentrically on to the head of an B.A. counter-

sunk bolt 2in. long.
The coaxial aerial socket SKI

is fitted -Jin. from the earthy end

of the line opposite the open side

of the trough. The main chassis

is also drilled to take this socket,

and the latter, when fitted, will

clamp the mixer line to the

chassis. The inner connection of

the coaxial socket is soldered

(using a large soldering iron) or

clamped to the mixer line.

The mixer diode Dl is con-

nected to the line 2±in. from the

earthing end (see Fig. 5). The
diode spigot clip is made from
the inner connector of a coaxial

socket, soldered into the line.

C3 is a fin. diameter brass disc

about fg'OL thick, drilled i'm. to

take the silicon diode as a push
fit. A s ;rin. thick iin. diameter

mica washer spaces the brass disc

away from the side of the trough

when assembled to give the

correct capacity. See Fig. 5.

Local Oscillator

The oscillator injection loop L3 is not critical

and is made by removing Che braiding from a

coaxial cable for about l|in. The coaxial cable

enters the mixer trough about iin. up from the

bottom earthy plate, the outer braid is earthed

using a solder tag as near its entry as possible. The
spare inner conductor is bent to form a loop lin.

, long standing away from the

wall by .J in. and running para-

llel with the mixer line. The
end of the conductor is earthed

to the wall.

The anode lines of VI (which
comprise LI) are 3in. long and
are strung between the tuning

capacitor VC1 and the anode pins

of the valve holder. The rotor of

VC1 must not be earthed, other-

wise circuit unbalance could

result with spurious oscillations.

Rl and R2, which serve as r.f.

chokes at 70cm, are tapped on to

the centre point of their respec-

tive line. ^
The oscillator output coupling

loop L2 is made by removing
Hin. of braiding from the other
end of the coaxial cable and
folding the inner conductor back
on itself, and finally soldering

the end to the braiding. This loop
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C3 is a 3/4 dia. Brass disc approximately V\£ thick

drilled to take the diode as a push fit. tt is insulated

from the trough by a 3/i" dia, mica washer j^* tnick

Fig. 5—Section of mixer line at Dl tapping point.

should be supported about |in. away from the LI
lines and near the centre of their length.

The h.t. and heater leads to VI are filtered by
using feed-through capacitors (CI and C2) to

connect these supplies through the screens. If this

type of component is unobtainable, an ordinary

ceramic capacitor can be used in its place.

I.F. Amplifier

The i.f. output from the mixer diode Dl is

coupled to the cathode of V2 by C4. L10 provides

a d.c. return path for the mixer diode current with-

The completed converter.

out shorting out the it signal. When setting up
the converter a milliameter can be inserted in the

earthy end of L10 to measure the diode current.

All the grid pins on V2 valve holder should be
earthed at the holder mounting bolts. This and the

addition of a screen around the anode circuit will

reduce the likelihood of amplifier instability.

Power Unit

The power unit is of very straight-forward con-
struction.

The mains transformer is mounted on the top

of the chassis. All leads from Tl must be fed

R5 4-7k.Q

R6 150Q
R7 lOkQ
R8 lk£2 5W

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:

M lOkfl

R2 lOkfi

R3 47k

Q

R4 47k SI

All 10%, £W except where otherwise stated.

Capacitors:
CI I,OOOpF ceramic, feed-through

C2 1,000pF ceramic, feed-through

C3 See text and Fig, 5

C4 1 ,000pF ceramic

C5 1 ,000pF ceramic
C6 lOpF ceramic

C7 I.OOOpF ceramic feed-through

C8. 9 16+ 16/tiF electrolytic 350V
VCI 1 1 + II pF split stator, ceramic endplates

VC2 See text and Fig. 4

Miscellaneous:
"Dl Silicon diode, CVI02, CVI03, IN2I or

BTH CS2A
VI 6J6orECC9l
V2 EC9I
IMR1 Contact cooled metal rectifier, 250V 30mA
Tl Mains transformer. Output 200V 25mA;

6-3V IA
SKI, 2 Coaxial sockets

INDUCTOR DATA
LI Two 3£in. lengths of 14 s.w.g. copper wire.

H.T. feed connected 2in, from VCI end.

L2 l^in. length of exposed coaxial inner bent

round to form a loop and connected to

braiding. Fitted between LI wires and ad-

justed for Dl current of 100 to 50%A.
L3 fin. length of exposed coaxial inner, end of

which is connected to trough wall (see Fig. 3).

L4 See Fig. 4.

L5 8 turns of24s.w.g. enamelled copper wire close

spaced on fin. diameter Aladdin former.

L6 2 turns of 24 s,w,g. p.v.c. covered wire wound
on top of L5.

L7, L8, L9 8 turns of 26 s.w.g. enamelled wire

on ytn. former.

LI0, LI I 30 turns of 34 s.w.g. enamelled wire

on 4-in. former.

directly to the underside of the chassis through
grommetted holes.

All other components are fitted below the chassis.

The contact cooled type rectifier MR1 is bolted to

one side of the unit as indicated in Fig. 3.

Alignment

The converter should be connected by means of

coaxial cable to a suitable TV receiver set on
channel 1, 2 or 3—depending on which is unused
in the particular district. The receiver must have
plenty of sensitivity, i.e. hiss on sound and snow on
the raster when the gain controls are turned fully

up.
The mixer diode Dl should not be inserted

until VI and V2 stages are checked.
First it is preferable to check the local oscillator

and set it roughly on frequency. The frequency is
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most easily checked with a calibrated absorption

wavemeter* adjustable from at least 370Mc/s to

390Mc/s. This instrument should be loosely

coupled to LI.
Alternatively, by using a lOOkH resistor

connected directly from one of the grids of VI to

earth via a milliameter, which will now measure
grid current voltage of VI, the wavelength can be
measured, using Lecher lines. Tune for successive

dips in the grid voltage and then measuring the

wavelength.
V2 can be aligned to the correct frequency by

adjustment of L5 while listening to the sound and
looking at the raster on the TV receiver. A point

will be found where the hiss on the sound goes

through a maximum and another position where
there is maximum noise on the raster. L5 slug

should be positioned midway between these two
maxima. If it is necessary to use channels 4 or 5

as the i.f. frequency, a brass slug will be required

to tune L5 to resonance in place of the iron dust

slug.

When these two stages have been tuned a —

5

milliameter should be connected at X. shown in the

circuit, and the mixer diode Dl connected.
Important : Note that diode currents in excess

of about 4mA can damage the diode.

With the oscillator set to about 385Mc/s tunc

the mixer line to resonance, i.e. maximum diode
current, and then rotate this control one-third of

a turn anticlockwise to correspond roughly with
the signal frequency. This position will be roughly
about one to two turns anticlockwise from the

position where the capacitor shorts out and will

give a starting point for the 70cm band.

It is most important that the mixer tuning should

be roughly right as the tuning on this stage is quite

critical and signals will be missed if it is off tune.

If a 70cm transmitter is available the mixer stage

can be set on frequency simply by loosely coupling

the transmitter output into it and tuning for

maximum diode current (watch carefully for

excessive current).

A noise generator can be utilised at this stage to

ensure that all circuits are on tune.

Operation

Now has come the time to connect the 70cm
aerial to the converter. Unless the oscillator tuning

has been calibrated, a rough guide to find the 70cm
band is to set VC1 about half meshed. Mixer
line resonance should give a slight increase in noise

and car ignition type interference will be received

if the location is near a road.

Harmonics of the TV receiver local oscillator

will probably be found when tuning; these can be
recognised since they will still be present when
the aerial is disconnected. Several other carriers

from nearby TV receivers may also be picked up
with the aerial connected.
The best time to try reception on 70cm is

obviously when it is known that there is somebody
transmitting on the band. The band is usually well

populated during contests and during good
propagation conditions. It may be possible to

arrange for .i local amateur to give a test trans-

mission. Once the converter is aligned and
working it is only a question of locating the nearest

amateur TV operator and arranging for some test

signals to evaluate the signal strength.

THE 70cm AERIAL
The aerial is an important link in the equipment

and the 16-eiement stack array to be described is

the smallest array that can be used for serious

amateur television work. A stack array has been
chosen in preference to the vagi aerial since it has

a wider operating frequency range and can be
assured of giving a good performance without
tuning up.

1
6 -Element Stack Array

This aerial is composed of eight half-wave dipole

elements and eight reflector elements arranged in

two vertical stacks of four pairs of elements each.

These two stacks are mounted side by side with
elements in alignment and a small space between
the inner ends of the dipoles. Each pair of aligned

di poles can now be considered as forming a full-

wave dipole and will have a high impedance at the

centre. These dipole elements are fed by a high
impedance balanced feeder, the feeder wires being
crossed so that the individual dipole elements are

all in phase.
The main dimensions of the beam and the

arrangement of the phasing wires are shown in

Fig. 6.

Phasing wre,16 s,wg. Copper

Fig. 6— /e-e/ement stack array.

The phasing wires are 16s.w.g. copper wire and
this is wrapped round the appropriate end of each
dipole element and soldered. The 300H feed line

is connected at the aerial midpoint marked X-X in

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows an individual reflector and dipole
element mounted at their midpoints on a $tn.

diameter brass tube boom separated from each
other by 5£in. There are eight of these pairs. The
reflector and dipole elements are fcin, diameter brass

rod, the reflector being 13iin, long and the dipole
element \2Vin. long.

The fia, diameter booms are clamped into ltn

square hardwood supports by self-tapping screws
in two sets of four each. These sets are then set

side by side as in Fig. 6 with end separation

between the dipole elements of l£in.
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1"'square
wood

Self-tapping
screw

Reflector 13 Vz tong Dipole element 12^j long
1

/a dia. Brass rod Ve dfa. Brass rod

Fig. 7

—

Details of one pair of aerial e/ements.

Coax socket to Receiver (Converter) end plate' 300O ribbon -feed to aerial

16 s.wq.
Copper wire
6 %' iong

20 s.w.g. Brass tube 2 dia. 6 y4 (ong . 20 s.w.g. Brass tube 5/q inside dia.64 long

Fig. 8—Cross section of matching Baiun.

Matching Balun

To match the 300H feed line to the coaxial cable,

a balance-to-unbalance transformer is required.

Such a device (generally referred to as a " balun ")

is easy to construct as described below,
A cross-section of the matching balun is shown

in Fig. S. The outer 20s.w.g. copper or brass tube
is 2in. diameter and 6iin. long, having a brass disc

end plate soldered on one end. A |-in. inside

diameter 20s.w.g. brass tube 6fin. long is soldered

to the midpoint of the end plate to lie concentri-

cally inside the larger tube. The coaxial socket is
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fitted as shown to the end plate

and 16 s.w.g. wire soldered to the

socket spigot.

A polythene spacer is used to

support the inner wire near the

end and another polythene spacer

is used to support the inner tube
in the larger tube.

This balun should be mounted
near the feed point of the aerial

with the socket upward to pre-
vent water entering the balun,

using the end plate or the outer
tube near the end plate for fixing.

Do not connect or earth anything
near the open end of the balun.
300H ribbon feed is used to

connect the balun output to the

aerial. The feeder length should
be 11:|in. (an electrical iA) or an
exact multiple of this, e.g. 22iin,,

33|in., etc. But in any case do
not use more than 2A of feeder.

Low-loss coaxial cable must be
used to connect the aerial to the
converter, and to minimise signal

losses in the cable the cable
length should be kept as short as
possible. Aerialite make a suitable
750 coaxial cable for the u.h.f.

bands: catalogue No. 500 Super
Aeraxial. This cable has a loss of 4dB per 100ft.

Ordinary TV cable can have losses of lOdB per 50ft.

run at 500Mc/s, which means that only one-tenth
of the power is transferred for every 50ft. of cable.

Because of its very narrow beamwidth, the aerial

must be rotatable and should be mounted on a
mast as high as possible, at least to clear the
rooftops. The higher the aerial the better the
results. The best v.h.f. sites are on hilltops but
few amateurs find themselves in these situations,

so the most must be made of one's own particular

QTH by careful positioning of the aerial.
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VICING
EVISION

No. 96 THE RAYMOND F93 AND BEETHOVEN B94

By L Lawry-Johns

WE have received many requests from readers

for information on these receivers, which
carry no indentification numbers and some-

times (apparently) no maker's name.

Although quite old, there are large numbers of

them still in use and service information is not
always available. Therefore we will present the cir-

cuit and diagrams as complete as possible.

The Raymond F93 is a 17in. table model, the

F100 a 14in. table model with the F100C a console

version of this. The Beethoven B94 and B99 are

equivalent to the F93 with the B94c a console
version. Models B95 and B9S are 14in. table

models.

Tube Replacement

The 17im versions use a Milliard MW43-64
magnetically focused tube and the 14in. sets have
electrostatically focused AW36-21 tubes. The
MW43-64 may be replaced by an MW43-69, the

AW36-21 by an AW36-20. No alterations are

necessary in either case. The circuit is quite con-

ventional except, perhaps, for the use of a flywheel

sync circuit and the use of a single PY82 valve as

the h.t. rectifier. A conventional turret tuner is

used with the usual coil circuits (the studs of which
require polishing from time to time) and the oscilla-

tor coil core is adjusted from the front.

picture and raster should first direct attention to

the screened compartment on the right hand side.

Listen for the rather obvious line timebase

whistle. If it is audible, the fuse F3 will be found

intact, and the PL81 and PY81 are probably in

order. Check for e.h.t. at the side of the tube and

at the top cap of the EY86. If present at the latter

but absent at the tube, check the EY86 by replace-

ment. If there is little or no voltage at the EY86
top cap, but the whisde is present but subdued or

strained, switch off and remove the EY86 top cap

or the side clip of the tube.

If upon switching on (after a few minutes—not
straight away or the PY82 may spark over and blow

a fuse) the line whistle becomes more normal and a

vigorous spark is obtained, it may be assumed that

the EY86 is internally shorted and it should be

changed. If there is no change, check the PL81 and

the 0-05 /tF boost line capacitors. Also check the

LSkfi screen feed resistor to pin 8 of the PL81
valve base.

If, however, the PL81 is overheating, check the

ECC82 line oscillator which may not be driving the

PL81. Also check the width control, which is a

compression trimmer, and associated l,OO0pF and
150pF capacitors, one of which could be shorted

or leaky.

If there is no whistle at all, check F3 before

checking the above valves and components.

Fuses

There are three fuses fitted, two in an obvious

position on the left hand side, one in each mains
supply lead, the third being solely concerned with

the line output stage in the h.t. supply to the PY81
anode and PLS1 screen. This fuse is situated on the

line output transformer panel.

Usual Faults

Mainly, most faults seem to occur in the line

oscillator and output stages. Complete loss of

Line Hold

If the picture cannot be resolved horizontally

and is a jumble of horizontal lines, or if a picture

can be resolved by the control but cannot be held,

check by replacement, the ECC82 line oscillator,

set VR7 (hold) control midway and adjust L14 for

a locked picture. Do not disturb LI 5 which is the

stabilising coil.

Should the trouble persist, check the hold control

VR7 which often changes value. The correct value

is 250kfi. Also check R99 220kO. L14 is the preset

line speed coil. It is adjusted from above, behind
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V18, to suit the fitted ECC82 valve so that the

front VR7 has adequate range. This and L15
should not be confused with the line linearity

coil L16 which is accessible from below the chassis

near V16 (ECC82) and adjusts the left-to-right

relationship of the line scan-

US rarely needs adjustment and unless an
oscilloscope is available this coil core should not be
altered. If sync is weak and unreliable check V15
(PCFSO).

Lack of Width

With complaints of insufficient width check the

h.t. voltage which should not be much under 170V,
The full d.c. output of the PY82 is, or should be,

180V. Replace the PY82 if the voltage is low. Then
check the line timebase valves VI 6, VI 7 and VI

8

and resistor R107 I-8kll. Check CV1 3 C96 and C97
if necessary.

TO BE CONTINUED

Connect X for
optimum focus

(14-'' tubes only)

RTIO— R115 are
all 470 KQ resistors

Sync R54
-* WAWA-
To C85 6'8Kfi

-f R53 t
Laaaam.-I

ToR77—*-

-vVWWVJ220Wl LwwwvJ iom
Fig. i—The sound channel, video amplifier and c.r.t. circuits.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

CONSIDERING the question of receivers, let

us examine the Continental TV systems, and
how they differ from our 405-line system.

Most European countries use the 625-line CCIR
system, which will be available here when BBC-2
opens, although the earliest date in many areas for

BBC-2 is 1965.
TV systems fall into two categories for vision

transmission, (1) as a positive or (2) as a negative-

going signal. In the positive modulation system, a

peak white picture is produced by the maximum
power output at the transmitter and a black screen

represents zero signal output. With a negative going
picture the opposite applies, with maximum power
at black and zero signal at peak white.

The sound channel may employ amplitude or
frequency modulation. A further complication in

receiving Continental TV pictures and sound
together, is due to the fact that the spacing between
the sound and vision channels varies considerably

with different systems and countries. Ways and
means of "sorting out" this spacing difficulty by
the simplest means will be dealt with in a future

article.

So that we can see what is really involved, here

are the various systems tabulated

;

The various channels in service in Europe are

designated " B " for British, " F " for French, " E "

for West Europe, "R" for East Europe, etc. Two
more snags arise here for the signal frequency of,

Country Lines) Modulation ! Sound
Sound Vision

Spacing

Britain 405 Positive A.M. 3-5 Mc/s.

France 819 Positive A.M. IMS Mc/s

Belgium, Monte
Carlo, Luxembourg 819 Positive A.M. 5-5 Mc/s

Belgium 625 Positive A.M. 5-5 Mc/s

Western Europe
(CCIR) 625 Negative F.M. 5-5 Mcs/

Eastern Europe
(OIRT) 625 Negative F.M. 65 Mc/s

Italy* 625 ! Negative * F.M. 6 Mc/s

* Also certain Irish transmitters and future BBC-2 network.

say, Channel B2 is not the same as for E2 because

each system has its own special frequencies, which
we have to learn in due course.

Also the sound channel of a particular trans-

mitter may be on the l.f. side of the vision

frequency, while with a different transmitter and
channel it may be h.f. This can be very confusing

at times!
Beginners, particularly in Southern England, are

advised to direct their first reception attempts from
the Continent towards France. In order to get a

picture only, of a sort, no modifications arc

necessary to a 405-line receiver provided that it

will tune throughout all of Bands I and III. How-
ever, most French transmitters are horizontally

polarised and aerials should be accordingly arranged

on the lines given last month.
First of all tune in a local BBC or ITA

transmitter on the normal aerial and check that the

line lock control is in the optimum locking position

for the 405-line picture. Then transfer the

receiver lo the horizontal DX aerial and be prepared

to slew this through a wide arc in a general

southern direction whilst the set is progressively

tuned through Bands I and III.

Given reasonable conditions and a little luck, it

may be possible to resolve out of the background
" hash " two complete pictures side by side and
divided by a vertical black bar. If so, you will have

your first DX. The French 819-picture is approxi-
mately twice the line frequency of

the 405-line picture (2X405=810).
Near enough at reasonable signal

levels to lock in on a flywheel sync
receiver. We will shordy discuss

receivers and modifications to get

rid of your " double vision ",

NEWS ITEMS

(1) On u.h.f., LOPIK (ch.27)

AACHEN and DONNESBURG
(ch.37) and LINGEN (ch.41) have
been successfully received in East
AngHa, the first two by more than
one viewer. RTF/UHF opening is

being eagerly awaited.

(2) Nicosia, Cyprus (E2) has been
received and identified in Austria

and East Germany and is a
" possible " here. Some of us have
had a mystery test card already

that could be this one.
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Here are two screen photos of test cards which baffled reader R. j. Blartey. The one on the left we have identified as

an N.T.S. (Dutch television service) at Lopik, Holland, operating on channel 27. Power is 250kW (vision), 50kW
(sound). This test card is identical with that used by N.T.S. stations in Bands I and III.

With the test card shown on the right, we con only confirm that this is a standard West German type as used by

the D.8.P. (Deutscher Bundes Paste). It could be Aachen on channel 37, Lingen on channel 4 or Lingen on channel 24,

DX REPORTS
We are always interested in hearing from TV DX

enthusiasts and hope you will write in from time to

time with news. This month we had a letter from
reader R. j. Blaney of Billericay, Essex. He has

been interested in the subject for 18 months and
uses a 23tn. export 625-line receiver which has a
reversing switch for negative or positive modulation
and a switch for 625/819-lines.

His first DX signal was Lousa, Portugal, in Ch. 3

—using only a short wire indoors! Encouraged by
this he built a 35ft. high tower of lin. wood and
mounted on top a 55Mc/s 3-element beam to cover
Band I. He can rotate this beam from the receiving

position, using a 24V motor with gearbox.
When it became clear that Britain was going to

adopt 625-line u.h.f. TV, he added a u.h.f. converter

and soon received stations in Holland and Germany.
An interesting observation by Mr. Blaney is that he
considers special multi-element aerials are not
required; he says, " I get results just as good on an
Sft. dipole 12ft. above ground and a 3-element which
I have not yet put outside for Bands IV and V "•

During the last few months he has logged Italy,

Hungary, Spain and Holland, at around 7.30 p.m.
on Band 1 and Holland and Germany on Band V,

Mr. Blaney also sent in some interesting photos

of the screen including two mystery cards which
are reproduced on this page and which we are

printing for the benefit of other readers who may
also be puzzled.

May we hear from other TV DX enthusiasts?

OSCILLOSCOPE TEMEMSES
— continued from page 106

combined output voltages exceeding some two-
thirds of the applied h.t. Many oscilloscope c.r.t.'s

require very large total deflection voltages for screen

coverage, so that a paraphase amplifier of the type

of Fig. 15(c) would need inconveniendy high h.t.

supply voltages. But in the circuits of Fig. 16, each
valve alone can supply a deflection output signal

having an amplitude some two-thirds or more of the

h.t, voltage, so that the total deflection signal can
be as high as one-and-a-half the h.t. voltage in

amplitude. Apart from this, both arrangements give

considerable amplification. If this is not required in

full, the drive can be taken from a suitable tapping

on the Miller valve anode load.

Both paraphase amplifier arrangements are also

reasonably familiar from audio amplifier practice,

where they are sometimes used. It should be
pointed out that the trimming of the two resistors

between the anodes in Fig. 16(b) to values slightly-

different, in order to achieve true push-pull balance,

so important for use in audio amplifiers, is here not

strictly necessary as conditions are far less critical.

Fig. 16 shows paraphase amplifiers which are

found not only in the timebase output stages of

oscilloscopes, but also as signal amplifier output
stages for the Y-deflection, as the demands are

there the same.
Small or cheap oscilloscopes often operate with-

out paraphase , amplifiers. The timebase or signal

amplifier outputs are coupled direct to one deflector

plate, the other plate of each pair being returned

through a leak resistor to the final anode, or to a

shift potential control arranged in the form of a

single one of the potentiometers shown for this

purpose in Fig. 17. When using paraphase ampli-

fiers in good quality oscilloscope designs, shift

controls should be symmetrical too, as shown in tall

in Fig. 17, which also shows the general scheme c

connections to the cathode-ray tube of

oscilloscope.

Conclusion

This article has now covered the entire range of

important circuit bricks available for designing

oscilloscope timebases, and it is hoped that the

discussions will prove of value to those readers

designing their own oscilloscopes.. B
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TELEVISION is a compound
of vision and sound. For
many months I have been

grumbling about the reluctant
attention paid by many TV set

manufacturers to this part of
their package. The small, inade-
quate loudspeakers secreted away
in the side, back or top of the

sets, sometimes resemble those in

office intercoms, and the quality

isn't much better. This applies

particularly to hired sets for
piped television services.

Of course, price is the main
factor, and competition between
rival manufacturers and hirers

tends to reduce quality to the
lowest common denominator.
'* Tfie most important factor is—
wliether it harmonises with the

furniture, the carpets or the cur-
tains ", say the manufacturers.
• The general public doesn't
notice anything else as long as
the set works and is easy to

switch on!".

Setter Sound

Nevertheless, I have always
felt that there is a market for
television receivers capable of
giving high quality sound as well

as high quality picture. The
stumbling block always seems to

be when a set reaches the depart-
ment responsible for the cabinet
styling, colour and the inevitable

brass embellishments.
It is true that the general

public appreciates good sound
even less than a good picture, and
will put up with terrible rattles

and distortions. They have

become conditioned to it by the

tinny noises that emanate from
tiny transistor sets with over-
loaded earphones as loudspeakers.
The quality of sound on some of
these sets is sometimes inferior to

the noise from a 1903 Edison Bell

phonograph. I know, because I've

got one of these historic talking

machines, which play cylindrical

records

I

Yet important strides have
been made in the sound field in

the last three or four years, par-

ticularly with stereophonic repro-
duction of gramophone records.

The best hi-fi stereo sets I have
heard, have been equipped with
entirely separate loudspeakers,

which can be placed in suitable

positions in a room without being
tied down to the set itself.

Stereo reproducers with one
internal speaker and one separate

speaker are also effective. This is

the line I would like to see taken
with television sound; not for

stereophony, but for a set to have
a simple external loudspeaker
pair of terminals and switch.

Stereophonic Sound

There are countries which
broadcast stereophonic sound
regularly as a public radio service.

The use of a multiplex system for

transmitting stereophonic f.m.

sound on v.h.f. is an actual fact

in a number of radio and tele-

vision stations in the USA and
Japan. The second channel of

sound is transmitted on a sub-
carrier from a single v.h.f. trans-

mitter, and can be heard by
listeners and viewers who already

possess the usual hi-fi stereo-

phonic amplifiers and loud-
speakers.

Of course, the special radio or

television receivers have to be
added to de-scramble the multi-

plex sound signal. This is no
vague piece of gossip, based on
wishful thinking upon the part of

a stereo enthusiast! A very solid

piece of evidence came into my
hands recently, when I bought a

heavy American radio receiver of

special design which was made in

Japan!
It incorporates the following:

(a) two separate radio tuners for

receiving medium, short and
v.h.f. sound, (b) stereo or mono
outputs (each 15W) to feed loud-

speakers, (c) provision for repro-

ducing sounds from a sterco-upe

recorder or from stereo disc tran-

scription pickups (magnetic,

ceramic or crystal cartridges), (d)

scratch filter, (e) bass and top pre-

emphasis switching at low level

and, of course, (f) provision for a

:H:j The December Issue of our companion

Journal, Practical Wireless, is on sale now—
Price 2'-.

:::!: FREE INSIDE—Blueprint for Beginner's lOwatt
Transmitter and Guide to Transmitting.

II!::
::{:: Other contents Include:
\\\l\ Transmitting Aerials; Modern Record Player;

::;: Radioactivity in Rain; Recording Level Meter;
Crystal Controlled V.H.F. F.M. Tunar; Capacity

Tester; Miniature Mains Receiver, etc.
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TEST EQUIPMENT

II EDUCATIONAL KIT-SETS -Haa+h-kJJL

You can build the ft'orW* best kit sets* save

tn&neu and enj&y uaursetf the iteathhit tvtuy

The clearly written instruction manuals, show you how!

DEFERRED TERMS ON ORDERS OVER £10, ALL MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE ASSEMBLED

TEST INSTRUMENTS
Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE. Model 0-I2U.

Laboratory quality oscilloscope, at utility

price. Wide band amplifiers essential tor

TV servicing. F.M. alignment etc. T/B
covers 10 c.s-SOO kc.s in j ranges.

£35.10.0 Kit.

PORTABLE SCOPE. Model OS-l.

A compact portable oscilloscope tdcal

for servicing and general work.
Printed circuit board. Case 7J X 4j x
I2iin. long. Wt. only 10$ lb.

£19.19.0 Kit.

ELECTRONIC SWITCH. Model S-3U. Converts a single

beam oscilloscope into double beam operation ... £11,15.6 Kit.

VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-7A.
The world's best selling VTVM. Measures
up to 1.500 volts (D.C. and R.M.S.) and 4.000

pk. to pk. Res. 0.IQ— 1,000 Mil. Centre
zero dB scale, D.C. input Resistance 1 1 Ml!.
4jin. meter. Complete with test prods, leads

and standardising battery.
£13.18.6 Kit.

R.F. PROBE KIT. Model 309-CU. Will extend freq. range of

Model V-7A to 100 Mc s. Indication up to 300 Mc s, ... £1.13.6

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE KIT. Model HV-336. Extends
measurement of the Model V-7A up to 30,000 v. D.C. ... £2.19.6

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR,
Model AG-9U. 10 c s to 100 kc.s.

switch selected. Distortion less than
0.1 °/„ 10 v. sine wave output metered
in volts and dB's.

£21.9.6 Kit.

AUDIO SINE/SQ
Model AO-IU.

GENERATOR
£13,15.0 Kit.

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model RF-IU, Up to 100 Me/s
fundamental and 200 Mc/s on harmonics, and up to 100 mV on all

bands , £12.15,6 Kit.

SELF-SUPPORTING AERIAL TOWER. Model HT-I.
Ideal for Amateur Radio or T,V. reception, etc. Strong steel

construction, height 32 ft,, capered square section 3 ft. x 3 ft. at

base. Kit £2?. 15.0 oxide painted. £35.15,0 galvanised.

Accessories available. Send for details.

A wide range of other equipment available.

PLEASE SEND FOR LIST OF MODELS.

TRANSISTOR RADIOS

DAYSTROM LTD.
Dept.P.T. 12, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND.
A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of the

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS

"OXFORD" TRANSISTOR
RADIO. Model UXR-2. The luxury

ideal domestic, car or personal portable

receiver. 10 Semi-conductors. Solid

(either case. Send (or full details.

£14.18.0 Kit.

6 TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model UXR-1. Preahgned

I.F. transformers. Printed circuit, 7 x 4in. high flux speaker.

Real hide case. Very easy to build £12.11.0 Kit.

SHORTWAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model RSW-I.
Two short bands, trawler and medium wave. Send for specification.

£19.17.6 Kit.

OTHER MODELS FROM OUR RANGE
AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER.

Model RA-I. Covers all amateur bands

from 160 to I0M. Special features incl.

half-lattice crystal filter. 8 valves,

signal strength "S" meter, tuned R.F.

amplifier stage ... £39.6.6 Kit.

HI-FI F.M. TUNER. Available in two units, R.F. tuning unit

(£2.15.0 incl. P.T.) with I.F, output of 10.7 Mc;s and amplifier unit,

with power supply and valves (£12.6.0). Total £15.1.0 Kit.

5 w, HI-FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MAA A low-priced

amplifier based on the Model S-33. Printed circuit construction

makes it easy to build £10.19.6 Kit.

6 w. STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33. 3 w/ehl. Inputs (or

radio, tape, gram. Stereo/Mono ganged controls ... £13.7.6 Kit.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS.
Large range in kit form or assembled
and finished, available to meet various

needs. Details on request.
Prices from £6.19.6 to £29.8.0.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER. Model DX-WU. Self-contained.

SO-IOM Power input 75 w, CW. output 40 w. to aerial,

£33.19.0 Kit.

ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP KIT. Model EW-I. This

educational kit makes over 21 experiments. Incl. transistor

radios, intercom sets, burglar alarm, etc £7.13.6

' INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SCHEME. A range ,,

i of over 250 American Heathkit Models can be ordered direct
|

'through us. Illustrated Catalogue for I'-, post paid,
|

SEND FOR FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE

Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE (Yes No)

Full details of model(s) ,

NAME ..._,

ADDRESS .

PT12. |
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"WAVE GUIDE AERIALS"
Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennae wish to offer examples

from their range of products. For the amateur Enthusiast and the Do-lt-Yourself type.

A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS

3 Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,

complete with all clamps ... ...

or Double Eight Element ITA
Mast Equipment per your specification

extra
S D5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...

S/D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Outdoor
Aerial, wall mounting, complete ...

H & 7 combined BBC, ITA with chimney
lashing equipment

BBC Loft Aerial

V.H.F, Loft Aerial

5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast

£ s. d. s. d.

6
9 4

10

10

1 10

2 13 6

I 10

5 Element ITA Loft Aerial

8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor
Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor

Aerial

Double 8 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
Aerial

32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erec-

tion, two sets guy pickets, etc., with

fitting instructions

Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low

loss 1 '2d. per yard.

Cross-over boxes for combining separate BBC and

ITA Aerials 9 ted.

Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and

accessories. Terms CW.O. orders over £4 post

and packing free.

12 10

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS

DICKER MILL, HERTFORD

THAT DIFFICULT'

COMPONENT . .

.

SAME DAY!
No matter how old or how new
the set you are servicing, if you
require a line output transform-

er it is 999-1 that we will have it

in stock or can rewind it quickly.

We operate same day des-

patch service from the lar-

gest stocks of television

components in the U.K.,
including a comprehensive
range of accessories, materials

and test gear of all kinds.

TERMS: CW.O. or C.O.O
Retail quotation* gladly given on receipt of i.o.e.

Trade—Please send your letter headings for data charts.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS
P/ease Note our New Address: LTD

DEPT. PTV, 126 HAMILTON RD. t

WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27
Telephone: GIP 6166 (P.B.X.)

Day and Night Ansafone Service

VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN

THE PICTURE
WITH THE

FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES

12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

WRITE PHONE OS CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35. SACKVIULE STREET
iONOON, W.I
M6EMT MO* (5 lines)
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BEULAH
ELECTRONICS

FOR

CCTV

For the "Practical Television" TV Camera

E.M.L VIDICON TUBE 10667 M m g
These cubes are for setting up and experimental work. » P.

Some blemishes, but tested by.Beulah Electronics to

ensure an acceptable picture,

TRACT. TV TYPE VIDICON Q 5

L1NE& FRAME COILS
'PRACT. TV TYPE VIDICON fl ",V

cnniQrniiQ v p * p

Plus

7/6
it p.

Plus

3/6
" &P.

(deal for enthusiast or student. Full instructions,

eoiy to build. Not manufacturers" surplus,

but o continuous tine, fully covered by o

guarantee and twvict facilities. A world flrstf

Works with standard 405 line TV Receivers.

FOCUS COILS
BEULAH Z.I LENS F2, 1-5 in.
An excellent lens with fixed Iris. Will focus from Sin. to

infinity, ideal (or "Praet. T.V." Camera.
£11

Plus

3/6
p. a p.

Completely Transistorised

'BEUKIT' C.C.T.V. CAMERA KIT!
Buy it and build it yourself in easy stages!

KIT NO. 1. £18.17.6. With specific*. KIT NO. 3. £8.0.0. With all traniliiors

lion, principles ol tidicon lube... icaonutf

FH*ettib!r ami optical system diagram.

KIT No. 2. £16.10.0. wtm prints cir-

cult boatd aad associated components, Lircnit

diagram, larottt instruerions and InJtrue;iou

Manual,

and seal^onitUDteri.

KIT No. 4. £6.0.0 Wit* sllmslsl work.

:,.r tocJi HU, 3mi *.A.!,.

for full drttrth <>/ Kit. mut rmmtt *» «J>'"

Iniltnztivn JfanHtl tonitot it tuppiirA ttporatGl}/.

Order Now
or see demonstration today.

A M«
the D.T.V. Group

ol Companies

BEULAH ELECTRONICS
Dept.PTV 126 HAMILTON RD., WEST NORWOOD,
LONDON, S.E.27. Tel: GtPsy Hill 6166

Save Money and buy the com-
plete Kit (less vidicon and leu*'

lor only . . -

£48 KV»,
The Camera is alio available

factory assembled and tested,

with vidicon, less lens, for £9 arts

Transistorised TV Cameras com-
plete with vidicon and lens. 79gns

21 in. 9916

17 in. 79'*

15, 14
12 in. S9'4

TELEVISION TUBES
REGUNNED

Guaranteed I Year
Ins. and Carr. 10 '6.

Add 10'- refundable
on OLD TUBE.

1
10*. Tubes in stock.

Ex. Maintenance
Tested. Satisfaction

Guaranteed.
ICF 36/24 14KP4,
''HI. 121, 31/74,

and others. Carr. 5'-.

TELEPHONE! CfC
HANDSETS <^ f W

pair.

G.P.O. standard pat>

tern. House to Work-
shop, garage, inter-

office, etc. Works off

any smalt battery.

P. & P. 4'6.

TELEPHONES 25'.,

Complete instrument
with dialing and bell.

Post and packing 5'6.

TRANSISTOR Q/A
EARPIECES * w
Complete with plug
and lead. Post and
packing 6d.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621.3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2

Liverpool St.—Manor Pk.— 10 mins.
ILFord 6001.2/3.

SPARES!
Condensers. 100, 10'-. New Assorted
electrolytic; and PFs.

Resistances. 100—5'-

Atsorted sizes, watts, grades.

Volume Controls. 40, 10'-. New.
TV or Radio. Assorted. P,P 2'6,

VOLUME CONTROL, S/W, with
side knob. Miniature transistor type.
2'- each. 12 for 20'-. Post 6d., 12— I '6.

VALVES 9d. each. 40—£1. Thou-
sands of Valves available. P.P. on 1-4 6d.,

12, I '6.

17*-£11.10.0

14"- £7.10.0

12 months' Full
Written

Guarantee.

Demonstrations
daily in our Shop,

Personal collection

advised. Insured.

Carr, I4in., 20'-,

I7in., 30'-.

SPEAKERS

6in.,Bin..7in,x4in.
Money back guar-
anteed. Other
sues, few only.
Ex. mfd. salvage,

P.P. 2'3.

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with

Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful,

"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. detail*. Conditional Free Trial

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12* now £5. 0.0*1 For
14* to 17" now £5.10.0 ^Single

21* now ... £8. 0.0J Tubes

ALL C.W.O.—TRADE SUPPLIED

Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers—Reducing to:

12*—87>6; i4"/l7"—97'6; 21*— 1 47 '6

FREE Pass, transit & ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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LAWSON DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER

ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
looT "MICRO FINE* ALUMINISED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL *-

EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Our service is countrywide and whether you live in

the Outer Hebrides, or at No. 10, we can guarantee
the fastest and finest CRT service in Great Britain.

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD. ™. 2100

2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN WELLS,

WORCESTERSHIRE

12 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT

GUARANTEE

DESIGNED FOD

PERFORMANCE
TJie Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give

all types of television set very much improved performance.

Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better

contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminiiing

gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mallard} Mazda, G.E.C.,

Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes

give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass

excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact

replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

FROM THE LARGEST STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF C.R.T.S IN BRITAIN WE CAN SUPPLY THE

EXACT TUBE YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.
12" —
14' —

15" -17" —
19" - 21" —
Delivered Free hi London '

CARR, and INS

£4.10.0

£5. 5.0

£5.15.0

£7.10.0
ostal Districts

7/6

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

10/-
Gladly refunded

if you wish to return

your old tube
(excepting 12")

An essentialbook for everyservice man .

.

make sure ofyour copy now —
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS" RADIO AND
TELEVISION REFERENCE DATA
Compiled by J. P. Hawker

This handy book provides the practical data that the radio and
television service man requires in his day-to-day work. The
needs of radio constructors, enthusiasts and amateurs have

also been kept in mind. Contains full details of colour codes;

a comprehensive collection of everyday formulae, e.g., for

calculating the values of biasing components, potential

dividers, resonante, gain, etc; aerial dimensions; a quick

frequency-wavelength conversion table; radio and television

broadcasting stations and frequencies; common symbols and
abbreviations; notes on amateur radio and a list of call-sign

prefixes; communication receiver I.F.s; mathematical data

including logarithm tables; wire and cable data; battery

equivalents; andafull and up-to-date listing of valve, transistor

and picture tube pin connections, bases, ratings and
equivalents, including selected CV types.

9k x 6\ , 96 pages, illustrated, over

62 pages of tables. 10s. 6d.

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
... or, in cose of difficulty, I Is. 6d. by post

from George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2..

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

24-HOUR SERVICE
iRi, 1S5. 1T4. 3S4, 3V4, DAF91, DP91
DK91, DL92. DL94, SET ot 4, 15/-.

DAF96, DF96, DK96. DLfl<5, SET of 4. 23/-

4/6 DM3
4/9 DL.35
4/6 DLS2
3/6 DLiU
2/3 DUM
4/9 EBP1
5/6 EBCU
4/3 BB1 K)

4/3 KBL21
II- ECC4U
1/3 ECC31
3/6 ECC82
4/3 ECC83
3/9 f-X'CS-l

5/8 ECC85
12K7GT 3/6 ECF80
12KSGT 8/6 ECF82
12Q7GT 3/6 ECH42
12SN7GT 5/6 ECLB0
35LSGT 7/3 EF41
35Z4GT 4/8 EF30
85A2 6/6 EFB5
AC/TF 18/6 EF86
AZ31 6/9 EF89

8/6
8.'-

:'.;6

5/9
7,fi

i >A2
1D5
as
1S5
IT-l
3S4
aV4
5U1G
BY3GT
i/Aii
8K7G
6K8G
UQ7G

\ 3G
'IX55T

71-
6/3
4/9
5/6
5/9
21-
II-
"II-

81-
II-
3/6
4/6
4/6
5/9
7/-
6/-
6/6
7/9
5/9
6/6

PCF80
PCF82
PCL82
PCLS3
PCL34
FL38
PL81
PL92
PL83
PL84
PY31
PY32
PY80
PY81
PYB2
PY83
U25
028

5/6
6/6
6/9
8/6
4/6
8/6
8/9
.i.'LS

5/3
6/-
6/-
8/6
5/-
5/6
5/3
6/3
8/9
79

UABC80 5/6
UAF42 7/6

CL.33
l>AC32
l.iAPni
DAF96
DF33
DF91
DP96
DH77
DK32
DK91
DK92
DK93

F.F I

EL 11

EL :

(!

EY)1
EYf

II- U8C41

2/3 EZ40
5/9 B280

4/9
6/-

3/9
2/9
7/3
5/3
5/9
5/9
5/3
4/6
3/9
4/9
4/6
5/9
7/3

OBFSC
UCC85
L"CH-i2
UCH81
UCLB2
UCL83
EF41
UF89
UL41
UL84
uua
UY21
UY41
UY85

6/6
7/-
6/6
7/3
7/3
7/9
8/6
6/9
6/3
e/n
6/3

11/6
8/3
4/6
4/-

4/3 EZ31
8/6 KTWS1
4/6 MU14
6/9 PCC84
6/3 PCC89

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage InTransit 6d. extra

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON, N.I6
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ATR&^ RADIOJELEVISION

& ELECTRICAL
REPA RS

AMAZING KNOW HOW BOOK
Saves You Pounds

Here is just the practical, at-a-glance guidance YOU need, whether
you wish to know how to service radio and TV sets, install lighting

points or repair any domestic appliance, from a bell or an iron to a
vacuum cleaner or washing machine. Explains basic principles and
working of modern radio and TV sets and electrical appliances. Shows
how to test for faults, carry out maintenance and repairs by tne most
modern methods. Special section on the operation and servicing of
frequency modulated receivers. 480 pages. Over 400 illustrations.

Amazing VALUE—Standard Edition, 21/-; De Luxe, leathercloth,

23/-. Or on easy terms, 5/- down and 3 monthly instalments. (Total
credit prices: Standard, 22/-; De Luxe, 24/-.)

ESSENTIAL TO EVERY SERVICE ENGINEER,

ENTHUSIAST AND HANDYMAN I

Getting the best from Es & SPACE
RADIO AND TV SETS
Here is expert advice that will enable you
to make the necessary ad)ailments Or
repairs in order to get toe best possible
performance from any radio or TV set.

All you need to know about
DOMESTIC WIRING

Learn from these help-
ful pages liow to cany
out all kinds of in-

stallations und exten-
sions—with efficiency

and safety! Complete
guidance on conduc-
tors, insulation, sulci

\

regulations, 'conduits,
cables, earthing prac-
tical work, fuses, flex-

ible cords, etc.

BASIC RADIO CIRCUITS
All you want to know about circuits, so
that you can find your way around
modern sets without hesitation. How
components form various types of set

;

gives circuits for 1 -valve receiver, 3-valve
receiver, battery TRF receiver, 4-valve
superhet. Universal sets, etc.

See how to maintain

Vacuum Cleaners
and Floor Polishers,

Refrigerators, Cookers
and Boiling Plates,

Washing Machines, etc.

Do your own

BATTERY CHARGING
Here are clear, complete instructions

HEATERS
Full, easy-to-follow in-

structions for servicing
small domestic tires

—

whether of the radiant,
reflector or con vector
type.

WATER
HEATING

AH you should know-

about the various types of electric water-

heaters and how to install them and '-.eep

them in perfect working order. Ad'ice
that will save you POUNDS!

TRACKING DOWN
TROUBLE

This grand book is invaluable for tracing

faults in radio and TV sets. Tells you all

you want to know—from how to carry

out Preliminary Tests to
aliening R.F. and l.F.

circuits. Shows how to
carry out Dynamic Test-
ing. Also shows how to

trace the causes of
Noises, Distortion and
Instability and deal with
the trouble. Gives de-
tailed information on
Components and Loud-
speakers and how to
deal with any faults that

may develop.

ALL THIS—AND MORE

IN ONE GREAT
VOLUME!

Comprehensive Contents Include:
Current, Voltage and Resistance.
Coils, Capacitors and Valves.
Basic Radio-receiver Circuits.
Preliminary Test*. Instrument*
for Set Testing, Locating Faults.
Dynamic Testing. Tuned Circuit
Alignment. Noises, Interference,
Distortion and Instability. Com-
ponents. Loudspeakers. Pick-ups,
Gramophone Motors. Frequency
Modulation. Television Circuits
and Test Gear. Television Faults,
Symptoms and Cures. Aerials and
Pre-Amplifiers. Maintenance of
Domestic Electric Wiring. Small
Appliances. fires and Space
Heaters. Vacuum Cleaners and
Polishers. Rewinding Small
Motors. Cookers and Boiling
Plates. Washing Machines. Re*
frigcratori. Electric Water Heat-
er j, Battery Charging. Testing
and Repairs, etc.

DO THIS NOW!
Simply complete form indicating Edition
preferred, and post in a 2Jd. stamped,
unsealed envelope to Dept. H.F. 35,
Odhams Books Ltd., Basted, Sevenoaks,
Kent. Offer applies in the U.K. and Eire
only. Hurry to secure your copy.

FULL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

SEND NO MONEY NOW!
To: Dept. H.F. 35, Odhams Books Ltd.. Basted, Sevenoaks.
Kent.

BLOCK LETTERS BELOW

WITHOUT OBLIGATION reserve me "Radio, Tele-
vision and Electrical Repairs" and send Special invoice
with "100% Satisfaction or No Charge" Guarantee.

Cross out edition NOT required : STANDARD/DE LUXE
Tick method of payment preferred:

CASH TERMS

El 1 J s, Dec. '63
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the followinf

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21 £5, 2.6

AW36-80 . . £5. 7.6

AW43-80, 88 £6. 7.6

AW43-89 £6.12.6

AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AW53-80 £7.12.6

AW53-B8 £7.17.6

CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0

CI7BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6

CI7LM, PM, SM £6.12.6

C2I HM, SM, TM £7.17.6

CMEI402 £5. 7.6

CMEI702, 1703 £6.12.6

CMEI705 £7. 7.0

CME2I0I £8. 7.6

CRM93 £4. 2.6

CRMI24 £4.12.6

CRMI4I,2,3,4 £5. 7.6

CRMI52, 153 £5.17.6

CRMi7i,2,3 £6. 7.6

CRM2I 1,212 £7.17.6

MW6-2 £6.17.6

MW22-I6 £4. 2.6

MW3I-I6, 74 £4. 2.6

MW36-24, 44 £5. 2.6

MW4I-1 £6.12.6

MW43-64, 69 £6. 7.6

MW43-80 £6. 7.6

MW53-20 £7.12.6

MW53-80 £7.12.6

T90IA £6.12.6

I4KP4A, I4IK £5. 2.6

171 K, 172K, I73K £6. 7.6

690IA £6.12.6

7201 A, 7203A £5. 2.6

7204A £5. 5.0

7401A £6. 7.6

7405A £6.16.2

All tubes tested before despatch

and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 7>6, via B.R.S. or
I2'6 via passenger train.

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage)

balance £1 per month.

Midland Stockists:

—

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)

(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRMI4I, 2 67f6. Others 57'6

I7in. CRMI7I, MW43-69. 43-64,

75'- Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

riSlOH TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.I I. BAT 6859

South of the Bridge. Open Sats.

until 4 p.m.

KATES: 4/. per line or part
thereof. averuKi* five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisement must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
MtuniWi "Practical Television".
'lower House. Southampton St„
London, W.C.i.

SETS & COMPONENTS

EKCO—FERRANTI L.O.T.S

U25 Type -

PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit 16'-

Quantity Discounts. Post Free.

6 at £4.7.0; 12 at £8.2.0; 50 at £30.

B O YL A N
Duke St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,
largest stockists of TV Components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
Suppliers for many set makers. Same
D.iv Despatch Service Terms. C.O.D.
or"C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GlPsy Hill

6166, 126 Hamilton Road, West
Norwood, SE27.

STAR TV TUBES 70/-
all sizes up to and Including 17in. include

old glass, or plus 7/8 without
C. W.O. Carriage 7/6WHY PAY MOKE?

new guns, 12 months' guarantee.
Also 20/- each

12m., 141n„ Part, Exchange Televisions.
Callers only.

ARTHUR SLARK
43-45 TMcketford Road, Tonne Moor.
BOLTON Phone: 26684

mXLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE
TESTERS with cards in first-grade
working order and condition. £22.10.0,
carr. 30/-, including crate.

AMAZING COMPONENT PARCEL,
Aerial Base. Jack plugs, 12 volt Vibrator.
Warehouse clear out for new stock, ail

less than half wholesale price, all parts
new, BASIC, 6 Brit, octal moulded
valve-holders, 4 gang 35QpF tuning gang,
potentiometers, tag strips, plugs and
lead, hattery charger rate adjuster to
10 amps. 6 trimmers, coils and RF
chokes, aort. P.V.C, twin wire, rectifier,
slow motion drive, i.f. transformer, con-
densers, resistors, two smoothing
chokes 100mA, small high speed and p.o.

relay, panel switch, 2 panel mt, fuse-
holders Pye en ix d:uu : ;:iid lead, I uses.

PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS. Subject to
slight changes. ONLY 20/- or any 10
Listed Items 12/6. NEVER CAN SUCH
A BARGAIN BE OFFERED AGAIN AT
ONE-THIRD OF TRUE VALUE.
D.F. TEST OSCILLATOR. Type 46,

Radiates a continuous note. Range
23.500 Kc/s-1,250 Kc/s (12-240 Metres) in 5
switched bands, using a VR21 valve.
slow motion tuning; enclosed In grey
metal case, rod aerial base on side.
Power 2 volts and 90-120. BRAND NEW
50'-. Used 35/-. post 5/-.

fi VOLT VIBRATOR PACK to 150
volts at 80mA D.C. New, Tested, IS/-,
post 2/6.

MULLARD C. & R. BRTOGES.
0.1 ohm to 10 meg, ohms in 4 ranges.
10 pF to 10 ml? in 3 ranges. Cal Ibra

open bridge, and % ranges. For 100-250

A.C. Tested £5.10.0, P°st 2/6,

l!i SET RECEIVER POWER UNTT
KIT. 200-50 input mams, to 275 v. D.C.
12 v. LT, choke smoothed with connec-
tor to set fstatc B or 12 pin), 45/-, oost5/-,
Mike and Headset, new 17/6. Connec-
tors, 12-12 pin, 8/6. 6-6 pin, 5/-, post both
1/6.
1135 RECEIVER case made in alloy,
BRAND NEW and boxed, 13/6. post 1/6,

J. T. SUPPLY (Dept. H)
130 MEADOW LANE, LEEDS II

CALLERS WELCOME

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

SALE
TO CLEAR EXCESS STOCKS OF
OBSOLETE TYPES AND SHOP-

SOILED TUBES.

ALL UNUSED, MANY IN THE
ORIGINAL MAKER'S CARTONS,
AND GUARANTEED FOR 12

MONTHS.
Quantity Type Price

25 3/18 37/6
4 3/31 37/6

(These tubes will replace the

Milliard MW3I-74 etc. but are

l|in. longer. They have aluminised

screens.)

4 I08K 37/6
3 T 12/44 57/6
1 T 12/49 57/6

1 7203 75/-

| CRMI52 75/-*

I TRI7/I0 75/-

2 T90IA 95/-*

2 CI7BM 95/-*

3 MW43-B0 95/-*

1 CI7PM 95/-

I CMEI703 95/-*

2 7204 75/-

4 AW43-88 95/-*

2 AW43-80 95/-*

4 MWS3-20 95/-*

34 CI7AF 95/-

{These will replace AW43-88,
but are 1 £in. shorter.)

4 AW47-90 95/-*

2 AW47-91 95/- *

5 AW53-88 95/-*

* Types marked thus:

—

'*, have

scratches or slight marks. Al I other
types are perfect.

CARRIAGE 7'6 B.R.S. or I2f6

passenger train.

AMPUOH TAPE

RECORDER KITS
B.S.R. Deck, with digital counter,

twin track, complete with micro-
phone and tape. Last few, including

smart strong cabinet, £12.19.6. AC
or DC model, FOR 1 10 VOLTS or
230 VOLTS {for ships etc.), £15.15.0.

This is the only tape recorder on
the market which will work on AC
or DC 1 10 volts/230 volts at the

turn of a switch.

Carriage and packing on these kits

12/6.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.IL BAT 6859
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS

HI OUTPUT Tgjjggjjj

SCAN COILS, ETC.

LABORATORY TESTED
T;«>1. T;w, Tri'M. T4S4. T484. etc..

,

BUSK: TV 1 1A, UB. li.V l*B. TVG12A,
KB. TJtGl3A, li!B

rvxwe, tvw. tyss, tv&h tvq«4A,
T:'. t ; tvs« rvus*. TV ::.,(:. TV«3dC.
TVM .. .."

'. TV38. TV37, TVS8, TV6i. TVfc-.
TViM. TV87. «t« • ..
TV>i| nidi KVjl

COtSQB; 9St> and Tumi. 9S3-4-S, Sf.7. *3eA.
tad r

, KM ind A ud F
94ST. M0-94«. MS. 94DB
9.'.4 P. Wi, »4»

DECOA: U17»iidt.'
J>HI. DM* . UM3, UJC4.C
Wti. UM14. l.>Jii;. 444. Mi ,,

DEFIANT: I'KHJ... TE1733
lAXAT-RON:
IXCO: T39S. TCflOS, TS108, C3114,

I' B fl*4, TC 1 SS. TS I 88, TU183 .

.

TKt-139, TP140, T14I. T%-14« ..

TWl, TCltta. TI04. THI4. Me
TOK09, TVS08, TOM. TJSl, TiSiF.
Ta«.\T2is. rai-4. T-jits, ttv

HCB8HS0M: letfT. I05T. UST. 13»T, 14jT
Ml r-8581 la«lu«i»«
MIT-897T ttwlmire
suar, 30?'!

FKKBAHTI: UTS. 14T3F, i:*TA ..

17KU and F. 17T3 ud t
UKi *od K, L7«i£4 mu P
1TT*wi4F
14T4. 1T8K6, 17 KS

O.E.C.: JJTLSai. BT135S. BT1748. BT174B.
ST4643, BTO147, BT5344—43 ..
BT474S ., .

bTij+'-BTM-iSR taataSre

MM V. v.'A »nd I ii» 1881 IftrlmlM

fc
1*44), ll!4L, 194V-1MS ,. .^

Al." Wu-Jf i kv«UaLIe.
UV1QXA: TUb, Til*, rmu

All uihri Ibode^l tvaiftbit.

K.B.: LFTM), LVTM, LFTW. JTVttO
A»! ujJdek available.

MABCOMl: ALl SUUdtlj fct.il.W.
MASTEKAP10; >Jf>rt 9«>urij li, *tuok.

ttvMlOBABL: J/u.i u>w*i, iu «tu«k.
BUBFHY: VJHO, YtfMC

vwo. vaso
FSTOiCOTI.MillCO: »(Mt modfU Id itock.
FAB: iW, 808, 9M. 853, Ui3
philips: iJ«*U, awsU

1 180V, 1900V
1320U, 1l*3«V. lcssr
1I4UK, iUL'U. H.U
14.171!. I440U
Uo»< modali iu nwt.

FILOT; Mott model* in itorlc.

FYt: i Til; FV* , IViiul. .,
( J \'H, V7. 4T7
LV80, rvi. FVK"
C*17P, CTM17F. GW17 ..
CWI7C. CWlTCF, CWlTF, etc.

Matt unbelt lb Keek.
KATHOND: Moil model- in nwt
KEGENTOHE: All mod*li «viil»b)t.
B.O.D.r «017T, 7017. OS4, «te.

Umi mod*l» In itwk.
SO»SLL:TS17. T:i4rt

Mm.' iiioiisls iu at let.
STELLA: ST-J7-JJI'

BToiirr. STiisaiu
81 sdiiu .. ....
ST1J14L-, 8T8417L' ,

•TttUf)
ULTRA: SS -srie», l»o lerle*. witli IJ35, Mc.

vompl^Te
Bott model* in itock.

itidob: car<sa«-C9t433i taeiodw .

,

/on »Ul Fttkirui 3/4.

Al«: I"ml O.F. Tji

c.w.o.

9»n r.jlls. rtc

4«/l

44/-

88/S

«/-

Sl.'b

M/B
es/e
SB/B
74/-

74/-
&8/B

84/-
;s/s
78/6

3S/B
e.i.-'S

58/S
S8/B
«*/-
47/6
17/8
47/1
47/8
47/8

Sit
48/8
4<s7«

iVt
14/8
«4/e

M/-
104/-
74/-
74/-
74/-
74/-

54/-
54/-
88/8
88/6
88/8

58/6

64/-

104/-
104/-
104/-
74/-
74/-

78/8

84/-

ijui^

ALL GUARANTEED >0 DAYS
(Jill M^iri'« .i.J .i i

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

ST. ALIANS RD„ IARNET, HERTS,
BAR 176?

SETS A COMPONENTS
UOr.rin fd i

VALVES removed from equipment a::
I rd pest Iree. ECLB0 2'-, EFB0 16,

PL8: 4 -, PL82 3'-, PV82 4 -, PY8:
3,6. PCfJIU 4 B, PCC34 4 G, 10P1 1 -.

j

8F1 t -, PT15 7 6, T13 10 -, 6AK5 4 -,

\ Milliard Optical projection units with
tube 65,-. EHT Tripler unite 30 -.

ATLANTA RADIO LTD.. 123 Bourne-
I

mouth Road, Parksione. Dorset.

" HEATHKITS " can now be seen in
Lj^don and purchased on H.P. Free

I Broci-.ure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS, LTD.. 126 Hamilton Road,

|
West Norwood. SE27, GIPsy Hill 6166-

t

TUBES- AERIALS-VALVES
RCBTinneri cubes, guaranteed one yeai.

ranse oi afrials anii Sitings, I.T.V.
, boosters, valves, brai.'head tuners. TV sett
|
trgmslstoi rsiUoe and an MsctricaJ apciian-
ce?. Co-axlal cables and house wiring
cable?, fluorescent nttanaa.
Ail auotatlone without obligations. Special
teems to the trade and Home Engineer.';
S.A.E. lor Catalogue.

G. A. STRANGE
KHOAOmil.ll, MIHlll mkaxhai.i..
n r. <'ii i|i !)<> haul. wuti. Tel. Marshflelti 236

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE : Picture tubes.
j
brand new. Mazda lain., OME1901.

: Mullard 19in., AW47-90/9!. £410 •:

i.'d I8in„ AW59 no. £6/10'-: car-
i
Hage (insured i paid. 12 months'
guarantee. Note: A'.: brand new. Wo
fctSd supplv most other size.* com-
pletely regnnned *t £4 17 6, guaran-
teed 12 months. TOMLINS. :bC

im Way, New Cross. SEH.
T1D a657.

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.

Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers.

Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, TC208, T3I0,
T33I, T327, TU209, T248. TC267, all M'4.
Fercanti TiOOl-S 52 '6; I4T3-6, 47 '*.

Hurphy V240 250, «2'«; V270 280, 7»'4.
Pye V4-7, UT4-7 and Pam 906-53, 5S'..

H.M.V. 1840-9. 2805-S902, only 63'6.
Bush TVS3, 79'6; TV24C. TV80 eic. 89'4.
Philips I768U, 92'6; I I 14-5. I 437-46. 89'*.
Masteradio 19 1 7. T£7T, T409-I2 etc. 75'-.

Alba T30I. 304, 394, 484, 494, 55'-.

Cossor 930-8. 58'*; Ferg. 992-8. 62'*;
Baird P20I4-7. 21147. 59'*.

L.O.PT.s. FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied. USED trans., often available,
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Eke«T22l. T23I, etc. F*y« VT4-7, both 50'..

Used I4in. ex-Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye.'
Ferg. Sobell, 10'- each. MIN Locs of 20'.

Lots of 6 for £5. (Callers only).
1 10 Con. Kit, 125'-; 625 LOP, 90'-.

Double-Six Transistor, comp. with leather
case, bat. earphone, etc. limited supply 82'*.

Fr*m Insurance and Quantity diicounti

Callers We/came.' Open alt day Saturday!
Term: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post <£ Pack 4'-

TELEVISION CONSUMER

SERVICES LIMITED
112 CAMBERWILL ROAD

LONDON, S.E.5. Tel.: RODney 7917

Also at:

« CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD,
ST. PAULS CRAY, KENT.

Til.: Orpington 30566.

Dept. PTA—NEW X7I52

Arion Television
4 MAXTED ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.I5

SALVAGED VALVES
TESTED ON A MULLARD

HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTER
3/8 I

EFWl
2/8 !

K'l-Vt:
4/- KTZ41
4f- i L63
4/- I N30«
1/3 N339
E/6 N368

i/a
1/3
2>6
2/6

ft-
4/-
«•

MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

SERVICE DATA 4'- ea.

MOST SETS AVAILABLE

B3U 2/6 ESC33
B329 4/- ECC34
Dl 2/6 ECCUl
D77 a/6 ECCB2
DD4 2/6 ECLHfl
DD41 2/6 EF50
DDL4 2/6 EF80

NEW VALVES
FULLY GUARANTEED BY

MANUFACTURERS
1 B309
CB1.1
CL4
DD13
C3UB
KCLJi.
SOl-'BU

HLE3

10/-
10/-
10/-
7/8
7/6
7/6
6/-

7/6

HL41 7/8 | LL4
HL133DD^

|
LPS20

HLDD1320
7/6
7/6BP41«

HP4115
KSUA 7/6

MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d,

we
5/-

M^,"EN 7/6
PEN44 10/-
PPIMA
PL81
PCC8*
PCF60

10/-
10/-

it

NEW TRANSISTORS
BOXED BY MANUFACTURERS
AND FULLY GUARANTEED

OC16W a.i'-

OC1S b&h
OC36 mh
OC44 fl/H
OC45 B/-
QET104 fl/«
CETllt 6/6

I
OCTO
OCT!

,
OC75

j
0076

1 OC77
i QET874
1 CE'IHJ

6/6
6/6
8/-
8/6
7/6
8/6

OCTti
UC81
OCS2
OC138
OC170

8/-
8/-

10/-
18/

-

8/6
GET111 12/-
XA102 6/6

MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

OA5
OA70
O.A i:

'

CRYSTAL DIODES
6/- OAB1 3f- GVXSt
31- OA8S 3/- GBX36
3/- OAfil 3/- CG6K

Full Range Available
WRITE FOR FULL LIST. POST 3d.

M.

RESISTORS
CONDENSERS
POTENTIOMETERS
PLUGS A SOCKETS
TRANSFORMERS
TUNERS

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. PRICE

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Orders under LI, P. a P. I 'J

Open till 1 1 p.m. most days.

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
4 Maxted Road, Peckham, S.E.IS

NEW X 7IS2
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SETS & COMPONENTS
'continued)

TUBES! Rebuilt, famous maker,

rescreened and aluminised. 17 inch

TfSPfWlHO*, £4.15.0, plus carriage.

Also I4in., I Sin.. I9in. and 21in. Lists.

BRAND NEW BOXED VALVES—
12 months' guaranr.ee. Free comprehen-
sive lists.

EY5I, EY86, ECL80, PY8I, UL4I ... T-
BYI00, PCC84, PCF80, PCL82, EFIS4 ... 7 '4

PL8I, U2S, EF86, PCL94-S, UI9I ... »'-

Hundreds of others, also scan coils, line

transformers, transistors, diodes, etc.

P, BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,

New Barnet, Herts. Bar 1934.

TELEVISION
TUBES

TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

TUBES FOR. ALL British-made Sets

available from stock

BUY DIRECT — BUY CHEAPER

£ s d

1 2in. Types, now only ...3 2 6

Hin. ,, „ 4 2 6

I Sin 5 2 6

I6in. T90I MW4I-I ... 5 2 6

1 7in. Types, now only ...5 2 6

2lin , ... 6 2 6

1 9in. latest 1 10 degree ... 6 17 6

23in. „ „ „ ... 7 12 6

Carriage British Railways passenger 1 2'6.

Deposit £2.12,6 balance £1 monthly.

Allowance on certain old tubes (modern
types) when returned in our Carton.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
35 Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray,

Kent.

Phone; Orpington 2I2S5

FOR SALE
{continued)

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKEBS, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS—CONTACT COOLED
14RAl'iS2 (FC1U£> tvpe 250 v., Mil ElA 13/9;
I2KA1SS3 (FCMl tvpe 1L50 V. 300 inA 17/8;
350 tiiA. lfl/8; EC3, 13/-; FC116, 7/8.

RECTIFIERS—F!N TYPES
Ki'iuiv^s. for KM4 '250 v.. 250 mA, 13/8; RMS
250 v., 300 mA, 17/8; 14A9S9 400 aiA, 18/8;
14AS0 18/6; 14A9T IB/-; L4A1O0 22/8; 14A94S,
20/-; LW7 17/0; IMiS SO/-; KKB 80/-,

MULTIMETERS Irom 39/6.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers.

Under £1 P. * P, 8d„ over £1 Post Free.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkibire

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Port-
able Tape Recorders, value £5 19 6,

complete with crystal microphone,
earphone, spools, tape, batteries,
instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes, 100 ft. 4/6), ideal gift, £5/19 6.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage,
packing 2/6. TOMLINS, 156 Lewis-
ham Way, New Cross, SE14.

WANTED

From GORDON J. KING, LTD.
M New Hnitil. BrSxham, Devon

Tel: Brixham 2304

I

LOOK AT THIS: THE AlMAZIXCil
"K[\G TELEBOOS1•!:»'

I

• 5-TIMES BOOST ON TWO CHANNELS
tone BBC one ITA).

• SMALL UNIT, printed board, splitter
and combiner.

• LOW NOISE improves set's signal/
noise performance.

• BATTERY POWERED avoids interna)
set connections.

• SPARKLING PICTURES in fringe and
weak signal areas.

• WORKS UP TO SIX SETS SIMUL-
TANEOUSLY (on 2 stations).

• A DX TV MUST—pulls in distant
stations.

• ALLOWS THE USE OP INDOOR
AERIALS.
USES LATEST VHP TRANSISTOR.

Bargain price to readers of Practical
Television. Only 75/8 complete with
battery (P. & P. 2/6 extra). Please state

BBC and ITA channels required.

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only.
9 til: 6. including Sats. 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepney, London.

GET PLASTERED ! ! FREE
POINTING TROWEL with each ORDER OVER 45/-

ALL NEW COMPONENTS

T.V. PACK No. S;—Turret Xnr Chassis. 2 T.V.

Droppers, .1 Pots. Mains Panel, 8/9. T.V, PACK
No. 4:—AC/DC Power Unit, 3 Pots on Panel, 2

ElBCttolyties, 5 Knobs. 14/8, T.V. PACK No. 5:—
Twin Ion Trap, 9ft Co-ax anil 2 l'VK Plugs. I

Cathode ray U.lml'd 7KVDC Cond, 8/9. RADIO
PACK No, 7:—Variable Cond., 5 Trimmer*, 3 Coils,

3 Water Switches 9/6. CONSTRUCTORS' PACK
No. 10:—Variable Cond.. 2 Coils, 3 Pots, Dropper,

25 Resistors, 15 Condsrs. 17/6. PARCEL No, 15:—
100 asst Resistors, « Trinuuera, 2 Mns Droppers. 4

Tana Block.*, 2 Wafer Switches, lfi Tag Brds with 52
Oiiiiponeiilx, 2 Valves, a AVO Rectifiers, '250 Sleeves
and Gronimets. 19/0. BUMPER PACK No. 17:-
3B0 sq. in. InsulatinE Board, 10 Tag strips, 2 II f>

Carbon Brushes. 5 Topeaps. 3 Vac ulnr parts, SXSJt.

PVC Sleeving, IS Tension Springs, 100 Sh-ercs and
Grommets, SO Sell Tap Serewa, 5 Knobs, 18/6,

HARDWARE PACK No, 88:—23 asstd Clamps and
Braofcetc, 2D Cond Clips, 96 upraiss. SB Self Tap
screws, S/6. SOFTWARE PACK No. 41:—1,000
Sleeves and Rrommeta, 248 sq. in. Felt Tape, 24 L'S

Oanzea, 86 Felt Washers, 19 yds. Sleeving, 8/-,

RESISTANCE PACK No, 71:—SO ww and Carb.

Resistors 1-3W, 5 Pots, 5 Droppers, meter Shtint. 8/9.

CONDENSER PACK No. 71:—30 Ceramics, 10 Mica*.

15 Ppr and m Metal Tube, 5 Eleotrolytics, 9/6.

SWITCH PACK Nil 104:— r, single Rutin, 3—2. II, 4

iiaug Water Switches, 10 Wft Biseuite, 4 Sliders,

ft Add-ons 10/6. TAG-STRD? PACK 1E7;—50 Single,

IO-3w, 5-7w. 4-9w. 5-10 and II way. 4/9.

SOCKET PACK No. 139:—211 asstd Pax oantd, 5 3a

B pn Porcelain, 4-2 amp 2 pin Switched Skts, 5/9.

VALVE HOLDER PACK No. 133:—20 B7G, 'JO

Printed COt types, 5 BOG. a MO, 5 asstd. 5 B4
Ceramics 13/6. 9r4 pin Vibrators 7/9. KNOB
HANDLE KIT, SO Kuobs, in Handles, 8 feet, 8/6.

POCKET VOLTMETERS 0-lSv and 0-150v DC with

Probes, 9/6. VALVE VOLTMETERS. Urey metal
cane, 3 Values, inc. Diode Teit Probe 77/6, less uilr

mvmnt. Please add small amount tor P. A P.

8.A.E, List, 1/- for Catalogue.

ALBATROSS
ENGINEERING COMPANY

Desi. PWT. 78-80 High Street, GOSBERTON,

SPALDING, L1NCS. iGoa 458)

NEW VALVES WANTED . , . EY51.
K1Y86. PL8L. PCC84, PCF80, PCL82,
PCL83, PY81, RI9, 30PI9, U25, etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham Road, Brad-
ford 9, Yorks.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surp:us brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors. R.H.S., Beverley House,
Manville Terrace, Bradford 7

SERVICE SHEETS

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS ofiered

,

by retired engineer. If I haven't got
it you won't get it! All 4/- each by
return. Please include large S.A.E,
Mail orders only, ETZIONI. 80
Merrion Avenue, Stanmore, Middx.

FREE ADVICE by former manufac-
turer's engineer to Service Sheet

!

purchasers. S.A.E., Fault 84/- to
Handley, 112 Baysham St., Hereford.

S.P. DISTRIBUTORS Is now under
New Management. Try our stream-
lined service. We supply Service
Sheets for Radios, Televisions, Tape
Recorders, Amplifiers, etc., etc.. by
Return of Post at 4/- each, plus
postage. Send s.a.e. with enquiries.
New 1963 list now available at 1/6
p:ujs postage. Mail Orders Only please
to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond
Street, London Wl.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5.000
models. List 1/-, S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk„ Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel.:

SHE 8441. Nr. Goidhawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SH EETS
For all makes of Radio and Television—
1925-1963. Prices from I'-.

Free fault-finding guide with all Service

Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.

Catalogue of 6,000 models, t'6.

Special offer of 125 Radio/TV Sheets

covering many popular models, 21'-

All types of modern and obsolete valves.

Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists/enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

S.E-S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV
Radio, including Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Echo Units, Amplifiers,
Record Players and Autochangers
etc., also various domestic appliances.
List :/-. S.A.E. Mail orders only.

SUN ELECTRICAL SERVICES, 38 St.

Georges Road, Hastings.

SERVICE SHEETS (30,0001 8/- each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George
Street, St, Helens, Lanes.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV.
4/- each. 1963 list now available at
2/-. All orders dispatched cm day
received. Also Manuals for sale and
hire S.A.E. please. SULTAN RADIO,
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.
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SITUATIONS VACANT^
RADIO & T'V Exams and Course*
by Britain's finest home study senon!.
Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.: City and
Guilds. Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.:
P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE Brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russei'. St.. Reading.

EDUCATIONAL

X —b ± v'b2— 4ac

7^T

lit lesson

\ar\d details

FREE

Name...
Address.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

from GORDON J. KING LIMITED
1 New Itoatl, Brlxham. I>evon,

Tel: Brixham 3304

A BRAND NEW Down-tu-earth PRAC-
TICAL BOOK for the EXPERIMENTER
AND SERVICE MAN.

c
(5> RADIO & TELEVISION Oft /_

TEST INSTRUMENTS *<»/-

Learn tow test, instrument.- nark! how
;hev are madef how to contact them and
—MOST IMPORTANT—the r&uUt K
expect on normal and faulty circuits.

ESSENTIAL SEIlVIClSii DATA
i.H TV 11/9 (5) HADIQ14/8

Major items of hundreds ol set* listed.

(3S TELEVISION SERVIC- Q-l /.
VXG HANDBOOK */
Learn to clear TV faults

quickly and SAVE POUNDS
fault Charts pin-point trouble spots

41 COMMUNAL AEIUAI> and
COAXIAL RELAY OL

PR ACTICE **/

SCREENED FROM *iOOI> TV?
Then share a hill-sited aerial with your

nefsnbours!
FREE! With each hook purchawud. h

fully-paid FAULT DIAGNOSIS QL'ES-
TiONNAIRE (worth 7/H).

Alt Titles Avatmte P. & P. included.

TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER
& RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available brand new, exact

replacements, fully guaranteed. A selection which can be supplied:

PHILIPS 1768. 2168. STELLA 8617, 8917, etc W-

DON'T FUMBLE with

Formulae, Master

Mathematics quickly

and easily the Under-

standable Way.

The Dryden School of

UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS
I OV Dryden Chambers, Oxiord St., London,W

I

5S'
65'-

55'-

65 f-

47'6
S6'-
•7'4

ALSO I..O.T M
Available i«r

Alii» Martoui
B\iih Pam
Cotsor FiiOl

Decca K.G.D.
Ddaiii R#*«utn
O.il.C. SoWll
K.B. Hltia
fuvicta i-urptr

PLEASE MENTION

PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

WHEN REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS

EKCO T 1 64 to 383 etc. (U25 types)

,, (U26 types!

FERRANTI T100I to 1023 etc. (U2S types)

(U26 types)

FERGUSON 306 to 606 etc.. PHILCO 1000 etc

PYE V4 V7, VH, VTI7, CTMI7, etc ,

HMV 1840 to 1854 ... 60'- 1865 to 1921 ...

Postage & Picking for above L.O.T.s 3'6. C.O.D. 2'6 extra.

-fr Also available for soti "*r

SCAN COILS, frame output transformers, line and (rame oscillator r

r
rans„ wtdth

linearity coils, sound output trans., maim trans., control knobs, electrotyi.cs. Rectifiers.

dual vol, controls, tuners, etc. •, ,_ m __ rk .

C.R.T.s—Rebuilt w,th niw guns by long established Nac. Co. Guaranteed
I

12 months.

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EM1SCOFE Km. .. « 7 6 P/ui

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR. 6MISCOPE 17m ** ? J
<-?"

MULLARD, MAZDA 6RIMAR. 2lin .. ... ... ... £6 10 i im.

TAPE RECORDER CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads, pulleys, motors, styli

etc for most British and some foreign makes.

TUNER UNITS. Fireball, incremental and turret types—replacement service available.

U.H.F. Tuners. LF, Panels, etc. .

STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors. Electrolytic*. Drive Cord

Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls. Presets, Ion Traps. .,.,-... ,

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available including tuner units, loud-

speakers, transformers, valves, etc. .<•.<»*»
Toor enquiries invited, prices by return; or prompt despatch L.UJJ.

ftJAftMD CIIDDIIEC 64 G0LDERS MANOR DRIVE,MANOR SUPPLIES london, n.w.h sn Â

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL
KNOWLER HILL

LIVERSEDGE, Y0RKS.

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
COMPLETE TV SETS UNTESTED

RES/ CAP . BRIDGE „?&
Checks all types of resistors, condensers

6 RANGES
Built in I hour. Direct reading.

READY CALIBRATED
Stimp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (DePt. vs)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

FIRST CLASS RADIO

AND T7V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE !

After brief, intensely interesting study

—undertaken at home in your spare

t ime—YOU can secure; a recognised

qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

7S<-
60.'-

50/-
35/-

l Bush lain. 13 channel?. TV24C .

Bush Hin, 13 channels. TV+3 .

.

i Bush 14in. 13 channels, TV53 ,

.

I Pve 141n. 13 channels. V14C console
1 Fye 14in. 13 channels. VT4
Philips Hin. 2 and 10 channels. 14*6
We have VTtn. TV Sets with rough cabinets.
coils fitted 2 and 10, at 60/-- Carriage on any
TV Set 10/- per B.R.S. Well packed but
sent at owner's risk.
Valves JteiiidviMi Horn TV Sets, Tested
on a Milliard Valve Tester, and ate 100".

as new. Three months' unconditional
Kuaraniee, POST FREE.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120

pages of information of the greatest

importance to both the amateur and

the man employed in the radio

industry. Chambers College pro-

vides first rate postal courses fo-

Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.

5ervicmg Cert,, C. & C. Telecoms..

Grad. Brit. I.R.E, Guide also gives

details of range of diploma courses

in Radio'T.V. Servicing, Electronics

and other branches of engineering,

together with particulars of our
remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. U may we//

prove to be the turning point in four

career.

FOUNDED 1885—OVER
150000 tiifrww

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst, of Engineering)

(Dept. 4«), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

ECL80 2/- 10C2 5/-
ECC82 3/- 10F1 1/-

EY31 2/6 IW18 ih
EBKS0 4/8 10PH bl-
EBf'l flil. 30D1 m-
EF91 Sil. 20L1 bl-
oSNT s/e 20P4 8/8
3F1 u- 1&5BT H/«
3F13 2/- U381 hh
SF14 5/- • U282 bi-
8F15 hh 0328 bh
BLD220 51- KT36 hl-
poLea 5/- PLB1 b/-

PL82
PY80
PY81
PY82
PZ80
PCF80
PCC84
EZ50
PL83
PL33
PLa3
B36
N37

S/-
5/-
4/-
5/-
4/-
4/8
4/6
1/6
5/-
4/-
8/-
4/-
5/-

EF«0 1/6 or 10/- per doz. Grade n, EF80 foi

test purposes, 4/- doz. „„„_ „_„„
New Valves Ex. Units. POST FREE.
>3K7 1)6. doa. 12/-. 8KB 2/6. &m. 22/-. GV6 2/6.

doz. 22/- B07 0-S.A, 6/-. PF:l/250 (.PXJ) 5/--

AC2PEN i PEN A4) 2/8. SD4 3/-. 6SNT 3/-.

tfVBGT 4(6. KE91 1/8, EL01 1/9, 6F6 2/-. §Z»
5/6, 6T3 4/6, 8X8 4/6, BF30 U-, 6/- doi.

ARP12 1/6. 6 lor 5/6. box of 50 19/--

1T4. ARTP2 2/-. -MIT4 2/-, APP37 g/-, ARS
2/., <B4 1/6-
P.m: Speaker all P.-rtet-t. Ex. TV Sets.

POST FREE BARGAINS. All 3 Ohms.
Rola 6 x 4ln„ 6/-: Goodmans 7 x 4ifl„ ./-;

R. and A.. 7 X 41n., 8/-: Philips Sin. round,
878: R. and A. 6in. round. 5/-: 101 n
round, 12/6: 121 n. round with Tweeter new.
28/6. Special price for more than one

\Vvt Boxed 12 volt Vibrator Paek*. with
spare vibrator. Type P.C.R.. 250 volts at

150 M.A., 18/-. Carriage 7/6.

13 Chiinnr-1 Mill. TV Sets. Untested, 30/-.

Car', in,'-. l:l Channel ITin. sets, untested,

50h. Carr. 10/-. Well packed sent at owner J

risk.
TV Tu»»es. completely rebuilt and reiaced.
12 months tuarantea, Sizes as to, IT tooh.

Special trade price of 75/-. Carriage aOfl

Insurance 7/6, B-
Keeluluied Tubes. 14Hv. 30/^. Carr. 7/6

i a mouths guarantee.
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HERE'S A LOW COST WAY

TO GET INTO

REALLY PROFITABLE

T.V. SERVICING FAST!

Maybe you enjoy fixingr electrical gadgets or
Che odd radio or two. Maybe you wish you
could. In either case you are probably Just
the man who could benefit from a new
revolutionary type of television training
programme now being- introduced for the
first time.
Knowing- that early success will usually
spur a man on to greater achievement, we
have made a point of teaching first how to
make the easiest T.V. repairs. Since the
easiest T.V. repairs are the ones most often
found on service calls, you are ready to
make money right after the first lesson.
Then as you progress you will learn how to
handle every kind of trouble found in all
makes of T.V. sets.

Here for example are some of the item*
Covered In the course:

1. simple adjustments to correct poor
pictures.

'J. circuit faults indicated by a poor
pattern.

3. I'iwlinK had valves by observing
picture fault*.

J. Antenna principles and practices,
5. Facts about tin? T.V. signal to help

you In repair work.
6. All about Cathode Ray tubes.
T. How to tell what is at I uint,
S. Explanation of television circuits.
9. L'.fI.P. converters and tuners,

lt>. Television test equipment and align-
ment.

II. Advanced troubleshooting by picture
;>»u!ysis.

This is a real home study course that has been
bound into one giant 8 x. 11/ n., 192 page manual
to reduce coat.

Compares favourably with some courses
costing very much morel By creating a
mass market through large volume sales
and eliminating individual letter writing
we are able to pass on these savings directly
to you!
The course features over 325 different line
drawings, circuits, servicing charts and
illustrations to simplify the text and make
your study more enjoyable. Soon you will
be well on your way to becoming a first-class
television repair technician !

YOU TAKK NO CHANCES WHEN YOV
DEAL WITH SIM-TECn

You must be convinced that this Is the best
value you have ever seen in television
training, otherwise you can return the
course Cor have your money refunded If sent
with order) alter you have examined it in
your own home for a period of seven full
days.
The price? Only 36/- per course, plus postage
and packing. 1/6.

FKEK TRIAL OFFER
Terms only 5/- per week if you wish.

To SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY Dcpt. ATI
West End, Southampton, Hants.

3 Please send your Television Course for a full

sioven days' frco trial, if ntjt. delighted I may
return vbe course post-paid -without further oblira.
lion on my part. Otherwise 1 wlU pay eush or .5/-

weekly until 37/6 plus 2/fl service charge, total 40/-.
fe paid.

Q Tick here If enelostiui full price of 37/6, <a*QM
7-<iay money back guarantee.) NOTE: Ooatonwn
who send cash with ordur get iu addition a 71-pauc
beet oo TEL KVISION FAULTS. (Til's oit.jr

closes March Silt, 19(14).

Overseas customers please send lull amount [in-

cluding Ireland).

Name .•.,.. ,,•,.,,.,

City , County.

GUARANTEED REPLACEMENT
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

EMERSON all models. SO'-. EKCO T 231, TC 267, T 284, T 293, T 3)0. T 326, T 221.

T 283, T 31 I, T 327. T 330, T 331. TMB 272, SO'-. FERRANTI T 1001, T 1002, T 1004,

T 1005, 50'-. COSSOR 93!, 933. 934. 935, 938, 939, SO'-. FERGUSON 306, 308, 60'-.

P & P. 3'6. (over £5 Post Free). If you send us your old L.O.P.T. new one sent pose free.

Trade enquiries invited. -jfc Three-day rewind service. S.A.E. if your cype not listed.

90 Day Guaranteed BRAND NEW VALVES REVISED PRICES Always in Stock

DAF91 5/3 ECC81 4/9 EI, SI 6/3 PL 81 9/- UB01 19/- 3S 4 5/9
DAF96 7/9 ECC82 4/9 BY 51 7/3 PL 83 6/9 UABC W 7/3 3V 4 6/9

FCC 33 6/6 BY 86 8/3 PY 33
ECC84 7/- EZ40 6/- PY 81
ECC 85 7/- EZ 80 5/9 PY 82
ECH 81 7/- PCC 81 8/- PY' 800
FCL, 30 7/6 PCF 80 8/- U 25
KF8Q 5/- PCL 82 8/6 U 26
EF 86 7/9 PCL 03 9/6 U 191
EL 41 8/- PCL 85 9/- U 301

if valve nor. listed send S.A.E. TERMS: C.W O.,
Satisfaction guaranteed.

DP 91 3*9
DP 0(5 7/3
DK 91 5/9
DK96 7/3
US. !!2 5/9
sis. 'U 6/9
DL96 7/3

10/- 76
12,'-

6/3
8/-
6/6

14/6
3/9
5/9

C.O.D., S.A.E,, for all enquiries
Return Post Service

6/6
9/6

10/9
9/6

11/9
15/-

UCH 81
UCL 83
UP m
UL11
UL84
UUB
IT 4
1R5

r,y-i gt e/e
6V6 Q 4/6
20L I 16/6
>dp ; 18/-
30FL 1 9/-
30PL 1 10/6
30PL 13 10/-
185BT 19/-

WITWORTH T.V. SERVICE, 32a, All Saints Road, London, W.I I.

Tel. PARK 9972. Open all day Mon.-SaC. inc.

BBC ITV • F.M. AERIALS
lt.ltx. (BAND IX Tele-
scopic loft, 21/-. External
S/D 30/-.

I.T.V. <ltAM) 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array. 25/-. 5
Element, 35/-. Wall
mountiiiEf. 3 Element, 35/-.
5 Element. 45/-.

COMBINED n.nx./i,T.v.
Loft 1 '3, 41/3: 1 + 5, 48/9-
Wall mounting 1-3. 56/3:
1-5. 63/9. Chimney l-r3.

63/9; 1 ft 71/3.

(HAND 8% Loft S/D. 12/6: "H".
3 Element. 52/6. External units

available. Coax, cable 8*1. vd. Coax.
plugs 1/3. C.W.O. or C.O.D, P.P. 3/-.

Bend fid. scamps for illustrated lists.

Blind IV 813 line AeriuK also uvallalilt-,

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (DePt pt >

JJ, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.
CRO. 2SZ7

1 Now »"n a new 4th Edition „ . .

TELEVISION
ENGINEERS'

i POCKET BOOK
I Ed. fay J. P. Hawker.
|

A fully-revised 4th edition. The section on
i basic circuitry has been considerably expan-
ded including 625-line and U.H.F. tuners.
All data sections have been brought up-to-

date and that on transistorised receivers

has been extended. An invaluable work for

all concerned with repair and maintenance.
286 pages, 1 58 illustrations.

12s. id. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS.
... or, in cose of difficulty, 1 3s. 6d. by post from
CBORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,

I Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
!

NEWNES

VALVES SAME JOAY SEHVMtE
NEW ! TESTED ! GUARANTEED !

1 CC1e 1R5. 1S5. 1T4. 3S4. 3V4. 11AF01. DF91. DK91, DLS2, DLS4 ,. Set of 4 for 15/-
1 9tlo DAF96, DF96. DK96. DL.% 4 lor 23/6

1A7GT 9/- 6U4GT 9/9 CY1 12/6 ECH12 8/3 1 'CS7 8/- U50 4/6
1D5 6/8 SVbG 3/9 CY31 6/9 ECH81 6/6 PCC84 6/- U52 4/3
1H5GT 8/3 SVBCrT 6/6 DAC32 8/3 ECL.S0 6/3 PCC85 7/6 U78 3/9
1X5GT 8/- 6X4 3/9 DAF91 3/9 ECE82 7/6 PCC89 8/- UI91 11/-

1R5 4/9 6X3CT 6/9 DAK96 6/- ECLS6 9/- PCF80 5/9 i

;

:-:lL 9/6
1S5 3/9 7B7 8/- DCC9Q 6/9 ]-:i-':ii A 5/6 PCF82 6/9 U282 14/6
1T4 2/6 7ca 7/9 Uh'33 8/- EF39 3/9 PCF84 11/9 U231 9/-

3AB 6/9 7C6 7/6 DF91 2/6 EF41 6/6 PCF8B 8/- 0901 12/6
3Q4 5/6 7H7 5/9 DF88 8/- EF42 5/- PCL32 7/3 U801 18/-

3S4 4/9 7S7 9/- Diiv-; 3/9 EF80 4/3 PCL83 9/- UABC8C 5/9
3V4 5/6 TY1 5/- DH77 4/9 v.i-ws 5/- PCL84 5/- i .-,-:-> 8/-

5U4G 4/6 10C1 9/6 DK32 9/- 1 P86 6/3 PCLSa 8/6 UBC41 6/11
5Y3GT 5/- 1DC2 13/- 4/9 EF89 41- PEN-4DD UBC81 7/3
5Z4G 8/9 I0F9 107- DK92 6/9 ET91 3/3 19/6 UBF80 7/8

6A8G 6/9 ta v « 4/9 DK96 6/6 EF92 2/6 PENA4 7/3 UB378S 7/3
6AL5 2/- 12AT7 3/9 DL33 7/3 EF184 8/9 PEN36C 8/- [ HL^i 10/-

6AQ5 6/- :2.v.t 4/9 DL35 6/9 SUB 7/6 PL36 8/9 UCC34 91-

6AT6 4/9 12AX7 4/9 DL92 4/9 EL41 7/9 PL38 16/6 UCC85 6/9
8BA6 6/- 121C7GT 4/3 DI.SU 5/6 EL42 7/9 PE81 7/6 CCF80 10/3
6BE6 5/3 12KIJGT 8/9 DL96 6/- EEB4 5/6 PL82 5/6 1 CH43 7/fi

o3Gt>a 12/6 12Q7GT 4/3 EABC80 5/3 EM34 7/3 P]j83 5/8 CH81 7/6
6BH6 5/- 12Z3 8/8 EAF42 8/- k 460 6/9 PL34 6/9 UCLB2 8/-

SBJe 5/8 19BG6G 13/6 EB91 21- KM til 7/9 PX4 9/- UCL83 9/-

ecDfjG 26/6 20F2 11/9 BBC33 5/- EM84 8/3 PX25 7/9 UF41 7/3
6F1 8/6 20F4 14/9 EBC41 7/3 EM87 8/3 PY32 8/- UP42 51-

6F13 9/8 20P5 14/9 EBC81 6/9 EY51 8/- PY33 10/- UF89 6/3
(5F14 9/8 25L6GT S/9 EB K80 7/3 EY86 6/- i'VSii) 5/3 UL41 7/-

6F23 9/6 25U4CT 10/6 EBF83 7/9 BZ40 5/6 PY81 5/9 UTAi 10/6
6K7G 1/fl 30FLI 9/6 EBP89 6/9 EZ41 7/6 !

' its 5/6 UL46 8/9
6K7GT 4/- 30L1S 107- EBL21 8/9 EZ80 4/6 PY83 6/6 UL84 6/3
BKffl 4/3 30PL1 9/- ebl3i 19/6 EZB1 4/6 PY88 8/- UU7 7/6
6K3GT 7/9 3ffl»Iil3 9/6 ]-:('(':(> 7/6 KT32 5/- TH21C 10/6 UY21 s/e
6LSG 5/9 33A5 14/- ECCfil 3/9 KT3S 14/- TH233 15/- UY41 4/S
6LD20 5/3 35I..6GT 7/9 ECC82 4/9 KT61 7/6 TY88F 11/3 UY85 4/3
6P25 7/9 35Z4GT 4/11 Et 083 7/- EB83 3/9 U22 6/- VP4B 9/6
6P28 9/8 AZ31 6/11 ECVii-i 6/3 MU14 5/- U24 15/- VP41 5/-

6Q7G 4/9 B-3B 4/9 ECC85 7/3 MX40 9/- U25 9/- vTiaai 15/-
6Q7GT 7/9 CBL-31 17/8 ECP80 6/3 Nla 5/6 U26 8/- W7S 3/9
6SL7GT 5/9 CCH35 12/9 ECF82 6/8 N37 10/- U37 17/- W77 2/6
6SN7GT 47- CL33 9/6 ECH35 6/6 PC95 9/- U47 9/9 W729 14/-

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.16 STA. 4587

Post 6d. per valve
extra.

Any Parcel Insured
Astainsr, Damage in

Transit 8d. extra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3

extra.
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REBUI
You're safe

TUBES!
n you buy from

RE-VIEW!

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage

heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee

card covering it for a year against all but

breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere

in the U.K. and insured on the lourney,

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and

know-how. We were amongst the very

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding

television tubes.

HERE IS WHAT
PAY:

YOU

I2in. £4.10.0

I4in. £4.15.0

1 Sin, £5. 0.0

I7in. £5. 0.0

2lin. £7. 0.0

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOmton Heath 7735

Cash or cheque with

order, or cash on delivery

—Discount for Trade

—

- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 156-pagc guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification

and outlines a wonderful range of modern

Home Study Courses in all branches of

Engineering. This unique book also gives

full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-

tronics Courses, administered by our

Specialist Electronics Training Division

—

the B.I.E . T. School of Electronics, explains

the benefits of our Employment Dept. and

shows you how to qualify for five years

promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS—NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford

to miss reading thii famous book. If you are

earning less than £i$ » week, send for your

copy oT "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng,,

Electrical Ir.i .

Civil Engineering,

Radio Engineering,
Automobile Em,.
Aeronautical Eng.,

Production Eng..

Building. Piaetici,

Oraughtimaninlp,
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.

ft M.I.C E.

A.M.l.PfOd.E.
A.M.I. M.I.

A.I.O.B.

B.So.

A.M.BrlU.R.E.
Cltv * Gutldi

Gen, Cert, of Education

Etc, etc.

SSSSt
Baiic Practical and Theore-

tic tours** for beginner* in

Radio. T. V.. Electronic*, Etc..

A.M. Brit I.R.E. Citr«GuiIdl
Ridio AmiteUTt' Emam.

R.T.E.8. Ctrtifieate

P.M.G. Certificate

Practical Radio

Radio 4 Televiiion Servicing

Practical Electronics

Electronics Engineering
Automation

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

The specialist Elec-

tronics Division of
B.I.E.T
A'OH' offers you
rial laboratory smil-
ing a! home with
practical equipment.
Aikfor details.
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REBUILT AND RESCRE

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with oil new components excepting gloss

FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT

CATHODE RAY TUBES

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, SAY, 1 S.-

Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477 483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.

Tel: Collvhurst 4412

V1DIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
\DDINGTON SQUARE

CAMBERWELL, S.E.5

Tel: Rodnev 7550 7559

ALL TYPES - K£EN PRICES

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Weston Harl Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125

Lfttraoos Ltd.
36 Corn hill

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland
1 1 Clements Street
Rochdale, Lanes.
Tel: Rochdale 48484

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea2772

Rftdtevfsrfen (New Forest) Ltd.
The Croft
Burley, Hants.
Tel: Burley 2128

M. & G. Trade Services
Bcombe Grove Road

Bournemouth, Hants.
Tel: Bournemouth 37)84

Chester Radio
1 1 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street

Aldershot. Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

Lucketts of Bariburv
58a High Street

Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banhury 2813

I JiLirkal Marketing Co. Ltd.
>

i [lege Square North
Bella
Tel: Belfast 33340

R.F..D. Ltd.

Street

Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Fyide Television San
460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel

: Woburn Sands 202"

J. Wildbore Ltd.

6 1 2 Peter Street
Oldham
Tel : Mai 4475

T. Bar raft & Co. Ltd.
Mill Street

Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield U92

G. M. Carlow Ltd.
3 Hurst Green Road
Bemley Heath. Solihull
Tel: Knowle 2742

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.
63/65 Oundle Road
Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169


